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Specialities of Harisiddhi Bricks and files (Roof & Floor)
The most popular and trusted label
being the only product made up of
the SEASONED clay
The only product in the country made
from the highest quality clay of
'Harisiddhi' as tested and confirmed by
the Chinese Experts.
Number one quality and aesthetic value
unique blend of Nepalese culture and
Chinese Technology
[g Most Suitable for any type of Building
Ig The first manufacturer of double
deaired Brick and Tiles in Nepal
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Durable for ages, non Effiorescing
chemistry
IF Does not require Plaster & Paint
g Quality Test of Bricks performed
regularly in Factory's Laboratory;
the only brick factory in Nepal with such
a facility
Compressive Strength of 150 kg. cm2
in composition, as strong as concrete
!s Transverse strength of 32 kglcm2
os Allows Economy in Using Cement
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TIARISIDDHI BRICKAND TILES FACTORY LTD.
City Office :
P, O. Box : 476,, Kamaladi
Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel :241265, 240698
Fax : 977-1-240665

Booking Office :
Kamaladi, Tel ; 224137, 24120s
Lalitpur, Fax : 522776 Koteswor Chowk
Tel : 521 451,521178 Maharajgunj, Tel :371417
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EfDITOR.IAL
e are happy to bring out this 7th issue of
TALIM in time for the 7th annual general
meeting of NepalAOTS Alumni Society (NAAS)
on 27th June 1997. \Ab have been maintaining the
NAAS tradition of bringing out one issue of the
NAAS magazine every year in time for theAGM. This
has been possible only with the cooperation of all
NAAS friends, contributions from our adveriisers and
well wishers and not the least, the all out eforts of the
editorial board. This year TALIM has for the first time
reproduced an article from one of the past KENSHU
magazines broughtout byAOTS, Japan (withAOTS,
Japan's nod, indeed). V€ hope to continue incorporating
such articles along with those from some of ourSAF\AS
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NAAS has been actively striving towards promotion of
HRD in the country and its training programmes are
being popularly sought out and widely participated. For
the first time, two participants from Bangladesh (with
courtesy of BAAS) attended one of the overseas training
programmes (OTP) held in Kathmandu in 1996. Besides
the regulartraining features like OTR domestic lecturing

tour, PNEE, lecturing tours from Japanese resource
persons, NAAS collaborated with local Kathmandu
Universlty, to organise. an informal talk session by
Mrs. Karen Legge, Professor; University of Lancaster

and a 5-day seminar on ISO-9000 and euality
lmprovement Management conducted by prof. B.B.
Bansal, Head of Mechanical Engineering Department
and Dr. A.K. Agrawal both of Banaras Hindu University
(lndia). \ /e hope to continue this efiort of providing
maximum exposure to participants of NAAS multi
programmes.
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one of the popularstone caMng shikhara style
tenple of Lord Krishna situated at he heart of
Patan city.
The birth place of Lord Buddha
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MESSAGE

Nepal AOTS Alumni Society (NAAS) family is happy to present its
annual publication 'TALIM' on the occasion of the Seventh
Annual General Meeting of the Society.

It

is noteworthy to mention thnt NAAS members have been busy
in organizing various training programmes, seminars, lecturing
tour programmes and sending trainees to Japan, Bangladesh,
India and Pakistan in the past year "in close cooperation with
AOTS Japan and other regional alumni societies. NAAS is
committed to human resources development in Nepat with its
storng future activities, and I am certain that these wilt contribute
toward the fulfillment of the noble objective of training Nepalese
manpower needed for the industrial development.
TALIM will provide its readers some interesting reading materials
and aquaint them with the information on the past activities of
NAAS"

Madhusudan Bhattrai
President
Nepal AOTS Alumni Society

Mr. Madhusudan Bhattarai
Mr. Dinesh P. Chapagain
Mr. Ramesh P. Nepal
Mr. Amira Dali
Mr. Asta B. Shakya
Mr. Ashok K. Aryal
Mr. Kumar Khanal
Mr. Bhawani B. foshi
Mrs. Ram Badan Bania
Mr. Shanta B. Malla
Mr. Mahesh Nakarmi
Mr. Prakash Suwal
Mr. Pradeep Bista
Mr. Kiran Shakya
Mr. Ballav Pradhananga
Mr. Purushottam N. Manandhar
1

Mr. Ashoka M.S. Bania

President

Vice President
Vice President
Ceneral Secretary
.loint Secretary
Treasurer
Joint Treasurer

Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Advisor
Advisor
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Office Address,q
Nepal AOTS Alumni Sodiety
P. O. Box 3190, Koteswar, Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel : 478467 (YfG), 521295, 419941
Fax i 977-1-525417
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CORPORATE MEMBERS

l.
2.

Nepal Rastra Bank

B

Shimizu Corporation

aluwatar, Kathmandu, Nepal

Blue Star Building
Box 346, Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel:227568
P. O.

3.

Harisiddhi Brick & TiIe Factory Ltd.

Harisiddhi, Lalitpur,
Box476, Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel : 241265, 240G98
P. O.

4.

Himalayan Brewery Co. Ltd.

Godawari, Lalitpur, Nepal

5.

Sweta Bhairab Power Supply Co. Ltd.

Jyatha, Kathmandu, Nepal

Tel :212082, Fax : 9ii-l-ZL3t87
e-mail : sako@mos.com.np

ICTC Pvt. Ltd

!.
7.

Nepal Industrial Development Corporation

NIDC Building, Durbar Marg,
Kathmandu, Nepal
P. O. Box 10, Tel : 2ZB3Z2

8.

Royal Drugs Limited

Babar Mahal, Kathmandu, Nepal

9.

Nepal Electricity Authority

10.
11.

Jyoti Group of Companies
Himalayan Bank Ltd.

ICTC Building, Hattisar
Box 660, Kathmandu, Nepal

P. O.

-

Central Office
Ratna Park, Kathmandu, Nepal
Jyoti Bhawan, Kantipath; Kathmandu
Sanchaya Kosh Building, Tfidevi Marg
Kathmandu

LIFE MEMBERS

1..

Hazama Corporation

2.

Nepal Hokkei (pvt) Ltd.

New Everest Construction Building
New Baneshwor, Kathmandu, Nepal

Lumbini Sacred Garden, Rupandehi
Tel/Fax :977-71-20236

3.

Nissaku Co. (Nepal Office)

4.

Pacific Commercial Co. (pvt) Ltd.

5.

Box 3753, Kathmandu, Nepal
Pacifi c Building, putalisadak
P. O. Box347, Kathmandu, Nepal

Deepak Garment Industries

P. O.

P. O.

Box 1958

New Baneshwor, Kathmandu, Nepal

1."

HONORARY LIFE MEMBER
Mr. Sindhu Nath pykural
Senior Advocate

June - 1997

Y:ha2-34, Kathmandu
Dillibazar, Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel : 412025,412759
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Sixth Annual
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Meeting

The sixth annual general meeting of Nepal
AOTS Alumni Society (NAAS) was
concluded at Hotel Himalaya on 26th June
1996. The meeting began with elections. for a
new executive body of NAAS for the period
1996- 1998 and was held under the
commissionership of Senior Advocate Mr.
Sindhunath Pyakurel, Honorary Member,
NAAS.

Training on lmprovement of
Quality and Productivity
Under the Domestic Lecturing Tour (DUI - 3)
program, a 4-day training on "Improvement
of Quality and Productivity" was conducted

in Biratnagar on Jfly 23-26, 7996 by NAAS
in collaboration with Morang Chamber of
Commerce; The trainers were among the
NAAS members themselves.

Japanese Language
Conversation Class
NAAS launched its first Japanese language
class which was inaugurated by Mr. S.
Katsuyama, Managing Director, AOTS, Japan
on 2nd Aygust, 1996 at the Yamamoto Talim
Ghar (YTG). Currently, the second session of
the language class is going on. The Japanese
language classes are conducted by Asta
Shakya, a NAAS member.

Talim - 4
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Nepal-Japan Training
Program on Hotel
Management (OTP- g)
A 6-day training seminar on Hotel Management
(OTP - 3) was organised at Hotel Himalaya
ftom 4to9 August 1996 by AOTS, Japan under

joint implementation of Himalaya Kanko

Kaihatsu Co. Ltd., Japan and NAAS. IvIr. Rick
Masuda, an experienced hotelier was the chief
trainer in the program attended by 65
participants including two from Bangladesh.

Seminar on Export promotion
of Nepalese Products to
Japan
Mr. Toshio Ikawa from Japan conducted a
seminar on " Export Promotion of Nepalese
Products to Japan." Altogether 20 enthusiastic
local businessmen and entrepreneurs attended
the2 - day program held at the Blue Star Hotel,
Kathmandu on August 20 and Zl, 1996.

Computer Training program

(cTP-l)
NAAS launched its first computer training
program (CTP - 1) which was inaugurated by
Mr. S. Katsuyama, Managing Director, AOTS
Japan on 2nd Augugust,

l996at the yamamoto

At the closing ceremony of the
CTP-I on 28th September, 1996, Mr. M.
Bhattarai, President, NAAS distributed
,certificates to the l0 partiqipants
who
Tialim Ghar.

completed the course..

June - 1997
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Nepal-Japan Training
Program on Management of
Garment Factory
Another 6 - day training on Management of
Garment Factory (OTP - 4) was conducted this

year. As the previous one, this was also

fte.
Ltd. and NAAS, and was organised bY
implemented joinfly by JUKI (Singapore)

AOTS, Japan. N{r. K. Sakae and his colleague
H. Thkaiya from Juki Corporation, Japan were
the resource persons in the program affended
by 60 local participants.

Japanese Cooperation
on HRD in Nepal
On the occasion of the 40th anniversary of the

establishment

of Nepal-Japan diplomatic

relations, NAAS organised a one-day seminar
^ on "Japanese Cooperation on Human Resources
Development in Nepal" on November lst, 1996
at Hotel Himalaya, Kathmandu. The forum of
speakers represented the Japanese Embassy in
Nepal, the Federation of Nepalese Chamber of

Commerce and Industry and Nepal AOTS
Alumni Society.

Program for Nepalese
Entrepreneurs (PNEE-S)
Altogether 23 Nepalese entrepreneurs
participated in the PNEE-S program which
was held from 28 October to 8 November 1996

at Kansai Kenshu Center, Osaka, Japan. An
orientation program was organized by NAAS
for the participants before their departure to
Japan.

Talim - 6
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Training Program on
ISO - 9000 and Quality
lmprovement Management
For the flrst time, NAAS organised a training

program on "ISO

-

9000 and Quality

Improvement Management" in cooperdtion
with Kathmandu University. The 5 - day
seminar was conducted by two reknown
professors of Banaras Hindu University
(India) Prof" B. B. Bansal and Dr. A. K.
Agrawal from 13 to 17 January 1997 at the
premises of Kathmandu University.

Japanese Management for
lmprovement of Quality and

Productivity
Under the Domestic Lecturing Tour (DLF4)
program, a training on " Japanese Management
for Improvement of Quality and productivity"
was held in ButWal with the joint cooperation
of Rupandehi Industrial Association. The Z-day
seminar held on 21 and 22 January 1997 was
attended by local entrepreneurs pnd busines smen
and was conducted by NAAS trainers.

Talk Program on
Management by Quality
Mr. Dinesh Chapagain, Vice President, NAAS

conducted a half-day talk program on
Managernent by Quality (MBQ) at the
Yamamoto Talirn Ghar (YTG) exclusively for

NAAS menrbers on February 20th,1996. The
informative program was followed by a dinner.

June - 1997
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Computer Training Program
(cTP-2)
The Computer Training Program (CTP

was inaugurated

-

2)

by Mr. Madhusudan

Bhattarai, President, NAAS on 12th April,
1997 at YTG. At the closing ceremony, the
president distributed the certificates to the 5
participants who completed the course. An

introductory preview on Internet was also
organised on the last day.

Guest Lecture on Human
Resources Management
A half-day interaction program on
Resources Management
.

in

"Human

Developing

Countries " was held with Prof. Karen Legge
of Lancaster University. NAAS invited Prof.

Legge who was on a brief deputation to
Kathmandu University to deliver a talk for
NAAS members on April 23rd, 199i at yTG.

Training of Trainers on
Japanese Management
For the first time, NAAS organised a training
of trainers (TOT) program to develop trainers

for the promotion of Japanese management in
Nepal. Mr. Khairul Bashar and Mr. Zaman of
Bangladesh were the resource persons who
conducted the program underthe InterAlumni
Resource Exchange Program from May 12 to

t6,
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE SIXTH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF
NEPAL AOTS ALUMNI SOCIETY
Secretary, presented a detailed report on the activities of NAAS
during the year 1995 - 1996 while Ashok Aryal, Treasurer,

made

a

report on the financial position-of

NAAS for ttre same

period.

Two amendments in the NAAS constitution regarding
membership of NAAS were unanimously passed. These
were:

-

Provision of associate membership to all trainees of
NAAS/AOTS Overseas Training Programs conducted
locally. Such members would be eligible for all general
facilities except the iight to vote.

The sixth annual general meeting of Nepal AOTS Alumni
Society (NAAS) was concluded at Hotel Himalaya on 26th
June 1996. The meeting began with elections for a new
executive body of NAAS for the period 1996-1998 and was
held under the commissionership of Senior Advocate Mr.
Sindhunath Pyakurel, Honorary Member, NAAS. Unlike the
past, the new executive committee this time was expanded to

accommodate some additional portfolios with Mr.
Madhusudan Bhattarai heading the committee. The immediate
past president, IVIr. Purushottam N. Manandhar and another
premier member, Mr. Ashoka M.S. Baniya were unanimously
nominated as advisors. The new committee comprises of the
fbllowing members.

President
Vice

Presidents

:

Secretary

:

Mr. Madhusudan Bhattarai
Mr. Dinesh P. Chapagain
Mr. Ramesh P. Nepal
Mrs. Amira Dali

:

lvlr. Asta ts. Shakya

General

Secretary
Treasurer
Joint Treasurer
Members
Joint

:

:
:
:

Mr. Ashok Aryal
Mr. Kumar Khanal
Mr. Bhavani B. Joshi
Mr. Mahesh Nakarmi

Mr. Kiran Shakya
Mr. Frakash Suwal
Mr. Pradeep Bista
Mr. Batrlav Fradhananga
Mrs. Rarn Badan Bania
lvlr. Shanta B. Nlalla
Mr. Furushottam N. Manandhar
Mr. Ashok M.S. Bania

-

Provision of individual life membership to all members
on payment of a lumpsum amount of Rs. 2,000.00 as
membership fees.

Mr. Purushottam N. Manandhar thanked all NAAS members
for their cooperation during his tenure as NAAS hesident
and pledged continued support to the new executive body and

NAAS . Apart from his address, Dr. AKM Hussain,
Representative, AOTS Dhaka Office, initiated a fund raising
campaign among the members for the purchase of at least
three €omputers to stafi computer classes at Yamamoto Talim

Ghar, the NAAS building, and to establish a fund for
publication of training materials in Nepali language for the
benefit of trainees of NAAS local training programs.
Some time was allocated for open floor discLlssion during
which it was decided to nominate some individual members
from Hetauda, Pokhara and Biratnagar as NAAS contact
persons of those areas. After this, Mr. Dinesh Chapagain neatly

sumrned up the proceedings and all matters that were taken
up during the general meeting. Mr. Bhavani B. Joshi presented
the vote of thanks.

The meeting was concluded in a lively atrnosphere with a
record participation of 71 members including a few guests
and was followed by a dinner at the hotel.

The second part of the meeting started with a welcome address

by Mr" Madhusudan Ehattarai during which he highlighted
the rnajor achievernents of NAAS. Mrs. Amira l)ali, General
Talim - 10
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NEPAL.JAPAN TRAINING PROGRAM ON
HOTEL MANAGEMENT

A

six-day Nepat-Japan Training Program on Hotel

1L

Manugement was conducted in Kathmandu from 4 to 9
August, l996.The program was drganized by The Association
for Overseas Technical Scholarship (AOTS), Japan and was

irnplemented by Himalaya Kanko Kaihatsu Co. Ltd., Japan
in cooperation with Nepal AOTS Alumni Society (NAAS),
Nepal.
The objective of the training program has been to assist Nepal
in developing appropriatehuman resoruces in the area of hotel

managem€qlfor further development of tourism industry in
the country, thereby, promoting effective cooperation and
friendship between Japan and Nepal.

Mr. Rick Masuda and his assistant Mr. T. Ikeda were
dispatched by Himalaya Kanko Kaihatsu Co. Ltd., Japan as
resouce persons for the training. Mr. Masuda gave lectures,
used video presentation and conductedparctical sessions with
the participants.

Mr. Rick Masuda had extensive experience as hotelier in
marketing field as well as operation field with 10 years with

Sonargaon Pan Pacific Hotel, Dlaka, and other local
participants from Kathmandu, Biratnagar, Pokhara and
Chitwan.
The opening ceremony of the training program was held on
4th August 1996 at Hotel Himalaya, Lalitpur. Honourable

Minister for Tourism and Civil Aviation, Mr. Chakra

P.

Bastola inaugurated the program by lighting the Panas. Mr.

Hyatt Hotels and Resorts in Asia and Hawaii.

Y. Iida, Charge d'Affaires, Embassy of Japan was also present
on the occasion. From the Association for Overseas Technical

65 participants including 7 women participants all affiliated
to the hotel industry as proprietors, managers or supervisors

Scholarship (AOTS), Japan, Mr. Shun Katsuyama, Managing
Director, lvlr. T. Miyahara, Managing Director of Himalaya
Kanko Kaihatsu, Japan and the General Secretary of Hotel

were selected for the training course. The participants
included two persons from Bangladesh representing

present and addressed the gathering.

June - 1997

Association of Nepal, Mr. Narendra Bajracharya were also

Talim -
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SEMINAR ON

'EXPORT PROMOTION OF NEPALESE PRODUCTS TO JAPAN"
fi two-day seminar on "Export Promotion of Nepalese
llProducts to Japan" was organized by NAAS on 20-27
August 1996 atHotel Blue Star in Kathmandu with the support
of AOTS, Japan. AOTS, Japan sent professional consultant
Toshio Ikawa as a resource person. Toshio Ikawa sensei is at
present, Overseas In vestrnent Advi sor o f Jap an Small Business
Corporation under Ministry of International Trade and
Industry. He is also a lecturer and instructor at various other
institutions. In the past, he held key posts at many corporations

in Japan.
To conduct the seminar, a coordinating committee consisting
of the following members was formed.
Mr. Ballav B. Pradhanang
Mrs. Ram Badan Bania
Mr. Asta B. Shakya

Mr. Mahesh Nakami

- Coordinator
- Member
- Member
- Member

Other NAAS members were also actively involved in
organizing this seminar.
The schedule of the seminar was published in the local dailies
inviting those interested for the registration. The response from
various organizations was very good.
The content of the seminar was as follows

I.
II.
m.

:

Changes of Import Stnrcture in Japan
Distribution Channel in Japan

How to Approach Japanese Market and Exercise

"Matketing"

IV.

Building up Subcontract Relation with Japanese
Manufacturers

V.
VI.

How to Negotiate Business with Japanese Parties
Japanese Business Practice

The two-day lecturing tour focused on developing the idea,
vision and export promotion efficiency of ttre participants.

Ikawa sensei arrived in Kathmandu on August 17th and on
18th and 19th he went for sight seeing and factory visit ar Jai
Nepal Auto Industry, Hyonjan Electrical Engg. Fabricator Pvt.
Ltd., Modern Packaging Industry and Himalaya Bakery Co.
Pvt. Ltd. He encouraged the respective entrepreneus to export
their products to Japan.

In the opening ceremony of the seminar on 20th August, the
welcome speech was delivered by NAAS President, Mr.
Madhusudan Bhattarai. The keynote address was given by
the program coordinator, Mr. Ballav Pradhananga while the
vote of thanks was given by Vice President Dinesh Chapagain.
The Master of ceremony was Vice President Ramesh Nepal.

Altogether, there were twenty-three participants hailing from
various fields such as manufacturing, exporting and
fabrication. All the participants enthusiastically attended the
lectures of Mr.Ikawa sensei who was very happy for the keen
interest shown by the participants. In every topic, Mr. Ikawa

sensei discussed deeply with the participants. Many
particifanB discussed about their problems and interests after
the seminar was over. All the participants higtily appreciated
the program and wished for such seminars to be conducted
again in Nepal. On 21st August, after the conclusion of ttre
seminar, certificates were distributed to all ttre participants.
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TRAINING ON
MANAGEMENT OF GARMENT FACTORY
IN NEPAL
\fepal AOTS Alumni Society (NAAS) succesfully
I\ organised a six-day training program on "Management
of Garment Factory" at Hotel Himalaya in Kathmandu on
8-13 September, 1996 under the AOTS Overseas Training
Program (OTP-4). The main objective of the training course
was to assist Nepal in developing appropriate human

resources in the area of management of garment
manufacturing for the further development of garment
industry in the country. Altogether 64 participants includingl l
women affiliated to various local garment industries as
proprietors, managers or supervisors enthusiastically
participated in the training which was implemented by JUKI
Corporation, Japan in cooperation with JUKI (Singapore) Pte.
Ltd., Singapore and NAAS. After successfully condtrcting a
similar training program in July 1995, this program was held

Association of Nepal, Mr. Chandi Dhakal. Besides these, a
number of other people associated with the garment industry
sector, NAAS members, and media people attended this
ceremony.

The closing ceremon! of the training program was held on
the last day at Himalaya Hotel itself. Mr. Yasuo Sugihara,
Director (Executive Division Manager, International Sales

Division), JUKI Corporation, who had come to Nepal
specially for the occasion addressed the gathering and
distributed certificates to all theparticipants who successfully
pafticipated in the week-long training program. The president
of Garment Association of Nepal was also invited to the
closing ceremony and he briefly addressed the gathering.

on numerous requests from those concerned with the garment
industry in the country.

Mr. Kazunori Sakae (General Manager) and his assistant, Mr.

Hiroshi Takaiya (First Secretary) both of Apparel
Manufacturing Research Laboratory at JUKI Corporation,
Japan were the two resource persons in the training.

Honourable Minister of Industry, Mr. Dhundi Raj Shastri
inaugurated the program by lighting the panas amidst'a
ceremony which was attendedbyMr. H. Kikuchi, Counsellor,

Einbassy

of

Japan, Dr. AKM Moazzem Hussain,

Representative, AOTS Dhaka Office and president, Garment

June - 1997
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TRAINING PROGRAM ON
ISO.9OOO AND

QUALITY IMPROVEMENT MANAGEMENT

\fepalese industries are facing tough global competition
I I with the iiberalization and globalization of trade and
opening up of economy by many countries of .this South
Asian region. In this scenario, quality is emerging as a
vital factor for the survival and growth of the industries.
The companies with forward looking management have
realized this fact and are eager to implement ISO 9000
and other effective quality improvement mechanism.
Once an organization is committed to adopt the ISO
9000 quality system, stage is set for launching itself to
Total Quality Management (TQM).

Considering this present need, Nepal AOTS Alumni
Society (NAAS) organized a week-long 13 to 17 January
1997 training program on "ISO-9000 and Quality
Improvement Management" joining hands with the
school of management under the Kathmandu University, a,
well reputed private sector university ;"iq Nepal. The

objective of this training program was to generate
of the importance of ISO-9000 and TeM
system to the senior managers of companies enabling
them to dsvelop, design and imptement suitable quality
system in their organizations.
awareness

Prof. B.B. Bansal, a well experienced personality in this

field and Head of the Mechanical Engineering

Department, Institute of Technology, Banaras Hindu
University, India was the key lecturer. Dr. Anil K.
Agrawal, Reader, B.H.U., Shakti Rana, Kathmandu
University and Mr. Dinesh P. Chapagain, Nepal AOTS
Alumni Society also delivered lectures on various topics
of quality improvement systems.

Topics like Introducrion to ISO-9000, Total euality
Management and Quality Improvement, Numerical
Techniques, Documentation and Implementation,
Statistical Process Control, Quality Audit and
Certification, Process Capability, Non-numerical euality
Improvement Techniques, Adaptive euality Control,
Management By Qualiry, and Supptier euality
Management were covered during the 5-days training
program.
Fourteen production managers and quality managers from
different organizations, mainly manufacturing companies,
got a first hand opportunity to understand the method of

implementing Total Quality Management and ISO-9000
system through the lecture program. The participants, on
the concluding session, expressed their full satisfaction
with the program and assured that they would try ro
implement the quality improvement management system
in their respective organizations when they return to their
companies. certificates were presented to the pafticipants

by Prof. S.R. Sharma, Vice Chancellor of Kathmandu
University.

For the first time, Nepal AOTS Alumni Society

has

collaborated with two renowned universities- Kathmandu
University of Nepal and Banaras Hindu University of
India tb organ ize a successful training program on
quality management. NAAS proposes to develop this
type of academic collaboration with others in the future
to disseminate the managerial and technical knowledge
needed for human resources development in the country.
June - 1997

SEMINAR ON JAPANESE MANAGEMENT FOR
IMPROVEMENT OF QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY
I two-day seminar on Japanese Management for
f\ I*provement of Quality and Productivity was conducted
in Butwal on January 2I - 22, 7997. Butwal is a rapidly
growing industrial town in the Tarai belt of the western

development region of the Kingdom, near Lumbini, the birth
place of Lord Buddha. Senior executives of 29 industrial units

participated in the seminar from Butwal and Bhairahawa
which was jointly organized by AOTS Japan, Nepal AOTS
Alumni Society and Rupandehi Industrial Association.

Mr. Bijaya Prasad Dhital, Chairman, Rupandehi District
Development Committee inaugurated the seminar.
Representatives from local governmennt offices, financial
institutions and business and & industrial companies were
present in the opening ceremony. Dr. AKM Hussain, AOTS
Representative, Dhaka Office, was one of the resource persons
of the seminar who presented the paper titled "Introduction

Why not a Hero Honda

of Jap anese Man agement". Four resource person s fr om NAAS
presented their papers on the topics 'Management By Quality',
5's concepts andApplication, QC CircleActivities, and Seven
Tools of QC.

if you must ride a motorcycle,

CD
SYAKAR COMPANY (P) LTD.
Jyoli Bhawan, kantipath, P.O.Box 133
Kathmandu, Nepal. Ph. 225377, 225132
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Branches: Biratnagar-25696, Birgunj-21203, Bhairahawa-2O120, Narayangarh-20297,
Hetauda-20481, Janakpur- 2Q322, Nepalgunr20g74, Pokhara-21g22, Butwal-20049
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BUSINESS STRATEGYAND
PLANT MANAGEMENTAT KIRIN BREWERV
Naoki

lla*lnofio

Managing Director, Kirin Brewery Co", n-td.
General Manager ofYokohama Plant

The

following is a

synopsis of a lecture delivered by

Dr.Naoki Hathhnoto of Kirin

part af A0lff'r lhth Top
Management Seminar (TOPS) course. (It is reproduced from thc NENSIJE, Number
Ii4, winter 1994-1995, withthe kind consent of AOTS, Tokyo,
Brewery Co., Ltd. at Keidanren Kaikan

in

Tokyo as

Iqn)

Overuiew and Management

Philosophy of Kirin Group

f

J

apanese manufacturing industry is
at present passing through a period of

major change, and

companies

everywhere are rethinkin g their strategies

and management styles. In my lecture
today, I should like to describe the
business strategy of my company, Kirin
Brewery Co., Ltd., as an illustration of
this trend. In particular, I will talk about
the new way in which we are Managing

our Yokohama Plant as an example of
how we are putting this strategy into
effect. I will start with abrief introduction
to our company's histroy and present

Japan'sfirst brewery was the Spring

Valley brewery, established in
Yokohama in 1870 by an American
named lVilliam Copeland. This marked

the start of the Japanese beer industry.
The Japan Brewery Company was
founded in 1885, and Kirin Beer was
first put on sale by this company'three
years later. Kirin Beer enjoyed a good
reputation for quality right from the start,
and Kirin Brewery Co., Ltd. was set up

1907, taking over from the Japan

Brewery Company.

By 1954, Kirin

Brewery had succeeded in capturing the
top share of the Japanese beer market.
Our beer business continued to grow
steadily in the ensuing years, but we
began diversifying at the beginning of
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including foods, biotechnology,
pharmaceuticals and agribusiness.

In 1988, with these derclopmentsbehind
trong-term
management vision to carry the Kirin
Group through to the beginning of the

us, we worked qut &

program
of corporate restrrrcturing designed to
lessen our dependere on brerying and
establish a balanced rtrucune of group
2 1 st

cennrry. We embanftod on

a

management oriented toward
diversifying into ttm frve business field

of foods, biotechnologn services,

sinration.

in

the 1970s, when Japan'speriod of rapid
economic growth qmlg to an end. We
then continued rigfr ftougb fte 1980s
to branch out into a valryofbusinesses

Dr. N. Hashimoto
reform with the aim of reducing costs
and improving productivity.
Our corporate mission is to contribute
to ttre health, pleasure and comfort of
the people of the world, and our
corresponding management policy,
which constitues the guideiines for our

flexibly with changcs in fhe business

ernployees'behavior, is to practice sound
managen0ent based on putting quality
and the customer first, while being fair
and open in our dealings, respecting
people's humanity, and contributing io

environment.

society.

engineering and information. Our ainnin

doing this was to ftrn mrsclves into a
powerful business grffip able to cope

Since 1992, we have ben taking this
group. management concept a step
further with a three-Xrer&ive to expand
our various busines,s and make them
more independent. Ufoder this campaign,

we are busy strengthening

and

developing the five pincipal business
areas

just mentione&

()vs this period,

we aim to increase tmal group sales to
Y3 trillion while reducing b€r's share

of total sales from 60% to 40Vo"

Meanwhile, we are grufiing our b,rewing
operation through a [rogram of radical

I have already mentioned, we are
trying to diversify our businesd
As

activities. However, beer is still our core
business. We are experiencing major
market change in this area" and the
restructing of our production and
marketing systems has become a key
issue. As a typicai exarnple of this, tr
should now like to describe what has
been happening at our Yokohama Plant.

'We have 15 breweries

at various

locations all over Japan. In 1993, these

.iune - 1997

facilities produced 3,340,000 kl of beer
and achieved total sales of Yl ,320
billion. The Yokohama Plant, our
flagship brewery is a giant complex that
produce approximately ll,Vo of all our
beer. Itis the world's mostefticienthigh-

technology brewery and has a high
reputation as a model "new factory"
suitable even for the next century.

Management lssues in the Beer

lndustit
Beer consumption in Japan continued to
grow steadily until the beginning of the

1980s, when it entered a period of
temporary decline. To restimulate
demand, brewers began competing to
develop new types of beet and the
Japanese brewing industry was plunged
into a period of intense rivalry during
which many new products were created.
To cope with this situation, it became

to switch from our existing
"product-out" manufacturing approach'

necessary

(the planned production of a small
number of different types of beer) to a
make-to-order production system able to
produce Ermy different types of beer on

At the same time, we had to
establish a "fresh-in-time" (FIT)

demand.

production system and a just-in-time
(JIT) distribution system able not only
to produce the right quantities, but also

to deliver the brands required by
customers in exactly the right amounts,
atexactuly therighttimes, in the freshest
possible condition.

Because this could not be achieved
statisfactorily with the ageing equipment

Assesment afrer 1 Year's
Operation; lnboduction of TP
Management

To make the FTT system possible,
packaging lines able to cope with a

sophisticated automation and computen

integrated manufacturing (CIM)
systems, while close attention was also

paid to creating a safe and pleasant
working environment (see Fig, 1)
June - 1997

(TP
Management) was the most suitable
system for this purpose.
nuilragement system developed in Japan,
has the following characteristics :

robots that pick and pack orders
overnight, preparing up to 500
truckloads ptr night for early-morning

2.

TP Management, a new production

f

.

really able to achieve its desired
productivity level even after afull year's
operation. Ammg other reasons, this
was because the newfy-introduced
factary autsnati(m (FA) system did not
operate as exposted and the plant's
employees had not received sufficient
training in its usc. iUnaccustomed to the
sophisticard EA oquipment, the plant's
operators fotd tredselves being driven
too hard by fre machines and began

suffering from rervous tension and
sffess. In fact, it was not unusual for
people to workmore than 100 hours of
overtime

simrion, we realized that a
higbly sophisicrod facility like thenew

clearly sets overall strategic

Itbreaks down and organizes the
overall objectives into individual
objectives and clearly shows the
contribution made by each

individual objective to the
of the overall

achievement
objectives.

3.

It employs a selective approach
to determine the order of priority
when choosing specific stategies

for achieving the individual
objectives.

4.

By devolving each strategy to the
level of individual tasks, it gives

,

employees a clear sense of
purpose and enables them to
understand the significance of

ammft-

Seeing this

it

objectives.

disparch. However, the plant was not

their work.

5.

By clarifying objecrives

and

YokohamaPlmt" which goes far beyond
the bormdarfux of the traditional brewery

the top-down and bottom-up

concept, required

management approaches.

Fig.

I

a new

factory

strategies, it effectively combines

strategic Management Themes in the Beer Business

Strategic Management Themes

r

Market-oriented production
Delivery of fresh beer
o Factory environmenl
. High productivity

.

the operation by scrapping the

through the extensive use of

thought, we concluded that Total

Productivity Management

vaiety of brmdshave been constructed
at the Yokohama Plant, and the plant is
the first b'rewery in Japan to operate
continuously 24hours a day on a 3-shift
system. A quick-response distribution
syst€m has also been developed, with

we had at the time, we decided to renew

Yokohama Plant and rebuilding it from
ssatch, creating a totally new facility
This new high-tech plant was designed
to achieve the ultimate in productivity

management system able to cope with
its advanced technology. After much

-* Production-to-order system
* Quick delivery system
+ Oasis for city dwellers
-- Automated plant (ClM)

Objectives of lhe Renewal

l.

Produqtion and distribution systems for delighting consumers

o Fresh-in-time/ production
o Just-in-time distribution
2. Living together

as a member of the community

o "Kirin Yokohama

Beer Village"

3- Higher productivity through automation & CIM
Talim - 17

6.

Through these management
processes, employees band
together to attain the overall
objectives (i.e., to achieve total

productivity) rapidly

and

dramatically.

in lgg2,
eighteen months after the Yokohana
Plant had started operating. The first
activity undertaken in the TP
We introducedTP Management

Managementprogftm was to convert the
new plant's management objectives into
goals that could be easily understood and

accepted by all of its employees.

level of productivity than

major goal was to enhance social
satisfaction (SS) by opening the plant ro
the public and establishing it as an urban
oasis for relaxation and the enjoyment
of beer. In addition, it was also important
for us to use the plant as a means of
generating future business opportunities

by equipping

A Multifunctional Factory for the
21st Century

any

comparable facility. Another important
topic was to use the FIT and JIT systems
to acheive consumer satisfaction (CS),
which means delighting our consumers
by providing them with delicious, fresh
beer whenever they want it. A further

it with reasearch,

The concept behind the renewal of the

development and training facilities for
developing and applying the most upto-date beer production techniques.

Yokohama Plant was to create a

Last but not least are our employees. In

mulitfunctional'hew factory" suitable
for the 21st century. As a large-scale,
highly-advanced brewery located

in

a

metropolitan area, the plant's most
important issue wurs to achieve a higher

fact, they are more important than

goals without developing

our

employees' abilities and raising their
satisfaction levels. This means providing

an excellent working environment,
eliminating hard physical labour and
cutting down on overtime, at the same

time as promoting

personnel

development, training and the
appointment of the right people to the

right jobs in order to create workplace
in which people can operate the
equipment with confidence, know the
connection between the improvement
their individual working practices

the attainment of the plant's overal
objectives, and are able to work
enjoyably and with a sense of
fulfillment. In short, we recognized that
achieving employee satisfaction (ES) by
improving the quality of working life is

anything else, since they are the ones
who operate the plant and all the other

the most important issue for factories

facilities clustered there.We realized that
it would be impossible to achieve our

Figure

the future.

2

show our overall Tp

deployment diagram, or Tp matrix,

Fig. 2 TP Management at Yokohama Brewery
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for making more beer but also for

the right person in the right job.

which organizes our rather complex
management objectives into the four
categories of factory satisfaction (FS),
employee satifaction (ES), consumer
satisfaction (CS) and social satisfaction
(SS) andbreaks each of these down into
individual objectives and strategies for
achieving those objectives. The four Ss
(FS ES, CS and SS) are arranged along
the top of the matrix, while the vertical
lines of the matrix illustrate the process
of breaking these down into specific
individual suategies. This diagran is the
basic tool of TP Managemenl

For exanple, because the new plant had
been extensively automated, we had
transferred .surplus people from the

production floor to non-production
deparrnents. We now called them back,
retrained them, and assigned them to
packaging lines, the brewing floor and
maintbnance groups. This enabled us to
increase our annual production capacity
from 300,000 to400,000 kl.In addition,
we reduced our subcontracting fees by

seconding some

of our indirect

employees to work with the outside

Reducing Total Labor Costs

companies that we commission to
perform work such as by-product

I should now like to explain how some
of the individual strategies selected

treaEnent and the in-plant transportation

of products, containers, etc. We also

througb the TP deployment process wetre

implemented.

reappointed other indirect employees to
our in-plant R & D facilities to work as

First, we were faced with the need to
reduce total labour costs in order to

supplementary staff. This personnel
reshuffle enabled us to increase our

achieve our FS objective. Building

annual beer production per employee by
to 1,900 kl.

production system$ capable of

a healthy 35Vo, from

producing beer that can corlpete on

lmproving Fackaging

quality alrd cost with innported products
Reducing tocal labor costs, innproving
the operating rat€s of packaging lines,

of energy

efficiency and improving raw ncraterial
extraction rates are all essential costcutting meilsures for breweries.
We larow that cost reductions achieved
by reducing $otal labor cos$s account for
75Vo af aplant's overall cost reductions.
We had taken various sgeps to boost

productivity

in our *ld

f,-ine

Operating Rates

is amajor issue for all .Iapanese brewers.

achievlng high levels

1,400

greatly increase the packaging lines'
operating rates.

Employee Satisfaction
Japanese industry has recently been
paying more and more attention to the
question of employee satisfaction (ES),
which has become an important isssue
because of the shortage of younger
workers and the changing lifestyles and

values of the younger generation.
Ensuring a high quality of life and
comfort for employees will be an
important topic for factory management
in the future. This means that companies
will have to tackle various problems

such as creating better working
environments, reducing overtime,
increasing employee motivation, and
raising people's skills and abilities"

When the new Yokohaura Plallt was
star$€d' {rp, 'its omployees were
i4sufficiently skilled to cope wirh the

overtime per month" \& were therefore
faced with an uryent need to innprove
employees' skills through extra eaining

site.

and reduce the amount of'overtime

Flowever, the packaging lines did not
operate steadily when the new factory

worked.

was started up, and raisillg their

concentrating CIn increasing the
productivity of people engaged directly

operating rates became an important
issue. When we introduced TP
.

mutual understanding among our
employees, which in turn helped to

Producing as much beer as possible at
the Yokohama Plant results in various
economic advantages, including that of
reducing trarasportation costs. Also, we
hadbegun operating our packagfuag lines
24 hours a day on a 3-shift system with
the aim of making maximum use of the

plant,

in beenproductirm. Howeveq every plant
has large nunbers of indirecteurployees
in addition to chose actually working on
the production floor. On intloducingTP
IVdanagement, we set objectives for

employee training and communication.
This led to improved skills and greater

Managemenq we classified the seoppage
time for these lines into three ca[egories

: rest time (ptanned shutdowns), lost
[ime (temporary unplanned stoppages)

and downtiure (stoppages due to

level of work dennanded by the new
automated systems, and this is why some
wef,e forced to do more than 100 hours'

Enhancing Skill TraEnlng and
Reducing Overtirne

With the aim of becoming able to
maintain stable operation of the
Yokohaina Flant with its extensive use

of FA equipment, we embarked on

a
systematic human reso!,mce developnnent
progfitrrl with the twin objectives of one

reducimg the totatr labor costs for
everyone working in the pla,nt, not just
direct operators, and decided that the

problems such as equipment failure), and
developed strategie$ for reducing the rest

in every two operators being able to

and

most important strategy for achreving

nnfueimizing the lost tinne and down tiure.

those objectives was to reallocate

The time freed up as a'result of this
initiative was usedproductively, not only

in every two operators being able to
handle t$vo ornnore processes.lVith this
in nnimd, we began by establishing
assestment criteria for evaluating single

personnel, basedon ourpolicy of pufting

..!une
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time to appropriate levels

operate the eqmipment with ease and one
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and multiple skills and devised
for enabling individual

One of the key points ofTP Management

mechanisms

is to have managers and ord-inary

employees to improve their own skill
levels with definite taryets. For example,
to be ranked A for FA skills, a worker
mustbe able to do the following for the
relevant process :

employees work together to develop

1.

Operate the FA equipment with
ease.

2.

Set and change the process

strategies. We achieved this by
establishing an "1800 ProjectTeam" (a
committee of workplace representatives
charged with reducing the number of
hours worked by each employee to 1,800
per year) and conducting discussions in
committees composed of managers and
workers.

conditions.

3.

Modify the process software

as

necessary.

The following steps were taken to
increase the number of A-ranking
operators

:

L Appoint human resource
_ development leaders in the

3.

market while maintaining minimal stock
levels in the plant.

The establishment of JIT distribution

system was just, as important as
achieving FIT production. As the
nunber of different brands of beer
increased, the time taken to load the
trucks in tle factory also increased,
sometimes taking as much as several

These committees developed various

hours. We therefore set ourselves the

strategies for achieving the overtime
objective. These included introducing a
system of flexible working hours for

goal of reducing the time any truck

adminisrative deparurents, encouraging
people to take time offin lieu whenever

they had to come in on holidays,
designating certain days as "zero

spends in the plant to 45 minutes or less.
To achieve this, we built an automated
distribution center and compu teiznd
entire porducts shipment operation. We
also developed new inforuration systems

such as a truck flow control system and

overtime days", introducing a
timekeeping system for meetings,

combining these

training in the workplace.

establishing "silent hours" during which

comprehensive distribution information

people could work undistrubed,

network. By linking rhe FIT and JIT

Hold ftaining programs using FA

encouraging people to plan when to take

systems, we have been able to reduce

their paid holidays,'and introducing a
system by which workplace leaders
advise people on how to reduce their
overtime. We also provided a "leisure
room" where employees could use the
time saved to relax and enjoy various

the amount of time any of our final
products spend in the factory to a
maximum of 3 days.

workplace.

2.

production schedules, enabling us to
supply the right amounts of beer to the

Nominate trainers to conduct

simulation equipment.
Thanks to these training initiatives, the

proporation of A-ranked operators
increased from its original 5Vo to 20Vo
by 1993. People's motivation improved
significantly as they became able to
operate the FA equipment more easily,
and this also helped greatly to improve

productivity, with a particularly marked
effect on the packaging line operating
rates.

Next, we tackled the problem of
reducing the amount of overtime
worked. As already mentioned, many
people were working more than 100
hours' overtime when the plant was
started up. Howeve4 on introducing TP '
Management, -we set ourselves the goal

of reducing the average overtime to a
moximum of 25 hours per month by
1993, the third year of the plant's
operation, and developed individuals
strategies for achieving this good.'We
have set out taqet even lower this yea4
at 15 hours, and are proceeding steadily
toward this goal.
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pastimes, helping to reduce their stress
levels and improve their health.

Gonsumer Satisfaction,

Fresh-in-Time Production and
Just-in-Iime Distribution
Achieving consumer satisfaction (CS) is
also of course a vital issue, ond offering
attractive products to consumers is a
matter of life or death for a commercial

business. For the beer industry,
providing consumers with beer in the
freshest possible condition is the major
consideration.

The fresh-in-time (FIT) sysrem is a
computerized infonnation syslem that
enables us to plan our production based

on forecasts of market demand. The
system analyzes infonnation on daily
production, inventory levels, delivery
and stock forecasts and Eaws, up

a warehouse inventory control system,

to create a

From Bottom-Up to
TopDown
Japan's production industry faces a
number of issues that must be resolved.
At the same time as establishing a high
level of productivity that will enable its

products to compete with foreign
offerings in tenns of both quality and
price (FS), it must improve the quality
of working life of its employees (i.e.,
create better working environments and
reduce ovedime) and increase employee

motivation (ES), as well as continuing
to provide high-quality producrs and
responding to increasingly sophisticated

consumer demand through new-

technology and new-product
All of rhese are

development (CS).

important issues from the standpoint o
putting the customer frst. It must also
try to increase social satisfaction (SS),
not only by addressing people's concerns

about environmental protection
June - 1997

It hammers out clear

(pollution prevention and the disposal of

management.

industrial waste), but also by, for
example, opening pafts of its factory
sites to the public and creating local

strategic objectives covering a wider
range of issues than ever before, and
selects the steps that must be taken in
order to achieve those objectives. It also
clarifies the contribution made by each
individual strategy to the attainment of

"oasis" in areas with a high population
density and few green spaces like the
Tokyo metropolitan area. It will no
longer be sufficient for factories simply
to go on making things as in the past.
It is extennely important to see all these
questions as issues that factories must
address and to treat them as part of the
pursuit of total productivity. All eyes are
on Kirin Brewery's Yokohama Plant as
a "new factory" that has begun to take
up these novel challenges at an early
stage, and TP Management is an
extermely effective system for operating
suqh "new factories," with theirbroader
range of responsibilities.

TP Management is a method of
reengineering an organization's existing

and tactics up to experienced middle
managers in the workplace and the
people under them. In other words, the

"bottom up" style of management
dominates. Specific sragetic decisions

therefore tend to depend on the
experience and judgement of

basis.

individuals. Relatively little attention
was paid to implementing strategic

Another important f,eature is the way in

measures systematically and predicting

the over all objectives, and implements

these strategies on a priority

which the TP deployment diagram

the effects of individual aclions.

clearly show every employee how each

However, this traditional management
style, with its bottom-up emphasis, is
becoming unable to cope with the new

startegy relates to the overall objectives.

As a result of this, the top-down and
bottom-up management styles blend
smoothly together and the organization's

overall productivity

increase

dramatically.

In traditional

Japanese management,

senior managers tend to confine their
business judgments to generalities,
leaving the detailed strategic decbions

business environment.

Japanese

industry's objectives have become very
hard to discern, as well as being far more
diverse than ever before. In a situation
like this, I think that it is becoming more

and more important to adopt

Nepal AOTS Alumni Society
"flrrwrr/

tu,ffiru
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MODERN PACKAGING INDUSTRY
B. l. D., Balaju, Kathmandu
Tel : 271983
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a

management style with a top-down
emphasis like TP Management.
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ACITS'HRD PROGRAM FOR
PRIVATE SECTOR DEVELOPMENT IN NEPAL
Dinesh P. Chapagain

I\lepal, with its abundance of natural
I\ wealth has a high potential for
development and growtl. The 13.91
million economically active population
characteri zed by innate trustworthiness
and hard working capacity can give

thrust and momentum to

the
development of the counury. Effective
and efficient utilization of this Human
Resource, however, requires the
envisaging of the best possible ways and

means

to garner desired benefits.

Historically, tne Britisn could and did use

of the
people
Nepalese
vis-a-vis the modern
However, the performance

Nepalese people stifled their

not been up to the mark. This is

motivation and constrained paential

underlined by the pliacement of Nepal in
the eighth position above the bottom of

human perfonnance

capaclty.

?

the least developed countries, with gross

The time has come to test these and make

national product (GNIP) per capita of only

the development environment of the
country conducive for utilizing the innate

us$ 19G

character of the Nepalese for the
This situation posits certain questions

:

1. Have the Nepalese people, the
Gurkhas of yore lost the traditional

force by strengthening and mobilizing

trustworthiness and hardworking

FIas the lack of lnowledge and skills

among the economically active

demand of developmentand growth, has

the Nepalese people, then lnown as'the
Gurkhas', as the most efticient fighting

their innate characteristics- ie.,

3.

2.

country's economic development.

IIow can this transfonnation

be brought

about ? trt is possible only when human

values of hard work and trust-

resource development policies,

worthiness of their ancest0rs

programs, and plans are altogether

?

Are the Nepalesepeopleonly capable
of doing paid mercenary work and

not fit for economic activities

?

guided by this mission.

At present, when globalization

and

market-based growth phenomena have
established their viabilrty the world ove4

Nepal has also taken the path of
economic liberalization for liberating the
forces of development and growth in the

country. It is an axiorr that economic
development is possible when private
sector gets involved in inseasfuigty wider
range of economic activities. It has also
been proved that the private secto4, both
foflnal and inforrral, are efficient and can

generate more productivity than
govefllm€nt and pubrlic sectors.

The following mathematical equatiorf
depicts the relationship of organizational

productivity with knowledge, skill,
attiilde of the people and the sieuation

X. CBS. Statistical Pocket Book Nepal, 1996- Polution betrreen age 15 to 64 as on 22 Jane 1996.
2. The World Bank R.eport, 1995- Basic IndicatorsTable
3. J. W. Newstrom & Davis - Organizational tsehaviog Mc Grqw=hill, Inc. 1993
1
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in an organization.

involved in human resource development

in Nepal, primarily in
Organization ProductiviW

= Human Perfomrance x Resources

\ilhere.
Potentiar Human

t"t;ffi;T;:"

: f;ffi:':H*?itJl

Ability = Knowledgex Skill
In the present open economic sifiration,
thus the skill and ability of the Nepalese
workforce working in the private sector

can play a vital role to improve
productivity of the individual
organizations, or individual enterprises.
Which ultimately helps economic growth
of the country. Nepal needs real help in
this regard. With increasing inputs of
knowledge and skills the motivation of
private sector enterprises can register a

Sea-change in their motivation,
ultirntely leading to higher perforrrance
as dynamic players in the economy.

In this regard, the cooperation of Japan
to upgrade the skills and ability of the
Ittepalese worldorce is really noteworthy

There are many fonns of cooperation
channeled by Japan to improve the
quality of lifeof Nepalesepeople. Japan
International Cooperation Agency, well
known as JICA, is one of the agencies
which is very nnuch involved in this
worh According to the bulletin published

till

1993, a toral ot 1564a
Nepalese people belonging to different
fields ranging from agriculture, health,
forestry, fisheries to cottage indusries

by JICA,

the private sector.

AOTS was established
in 1959 in Japan with

the support of

the

Japanese Ministry of
International Trade and
Industry. It is a non-profit organization
working for the puryose of promoting

technical cooperation

for

the
industrialization and development of
developing countries and enhancing

of training with AOTS. No training is
totally free of cost. In Japan, AOTS
provides trainees with comfortable
accommodation and learmng facilities at
the training cenEes in Tokyo, Yokohama
Nagoya and Osaka which can
accommodate upto 900 persons in total.

AOTS, at present offers the following
training program$.

I.

REGAIA,R TRAINING
PROGRAM
Specialized Technical Thaining

mutual understanding and friendly
relationship benveen those countries and
Japan. AOTS has already trained about
69,000 persons in Japan from about 150
countries and regions. The activities of

AOTS provides assistance to the
Japanese host companies for
technical training companies in
Japan. These types of raining are

AOTS are mainly financed by

mostly on-the-job training and prior
to the actual training, the candidates
are enrolled in the AOTS general
orientation course to learn Japanese

govenunent subsidy and private sector
company contributions.

AOTS training prqrams mainly focus
on skill upgrading of employees of

conversation, background of the

manufacturing and service industry from

Japanese industries, technology,

developing countries. No training is
offered in agriculture and medicine nor
is any academic study included in the

culture, etc.

,

Management training

programs. The raining participants must

be citizens of developing countries
within the age bracket of 20 to 50 years,
and having qualification of university

Under its regular ftaining program,
AOTS also provides management

training to the candidates of

graduates or have equivalent professional

developing countries in such fields as

experience. Furthennore, the trainings

corporate management quality

are conducted on cost sharing basis, that

management, production control,

is, the participant's company or the

export marketing, and so on.

Japanese host company shares the cost

and cooperatives have undergone various

trainings. Moreover, as these trainings.
are directly awarded to pubiic sector or
the govemu,rent line agencies, thesehave

helped

in upgrading the skills of

manpower working in these sectors.
The A.ssociation for Overseas Technicat
Scholarship (AOTS) is another Japanese

organization wtrich is also actively

4.
5.

JICA, JICA in Nepal, 20th Anniversary lg94
AOTS, Guide to AOTS bullerin, 1995
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2,

SPECIAL TRAINING
PROGRAMS

On behalf of the

has stated providing assistance to

conduct Inter-Alumni
Japanese

Government, UNIDO and APO,
AOTS implgments special training
courses in the field of their request.

3.

T&{INING

OVERSEAS

PROGRAMS

AOTS sponsors training
programs in overseas developing
counries in cooperation with Japanese
or overseas companies to conduct
training to the local candidates

as

per the

local requirements. In this type of
aaining progriun, AOTS despatches
specialized lecturers overseas to conduct
the training programs.

Besides these programs, AOTS also

conducts overseas

Technical
correspondence Programs. Pre-

Deparurre Japanese Language Training
hogram and Trainer's Training hograrns
for Japanese Instructors. Recently AOTS
Human Resource Development
1.

Resource

Exchange Progran.

TheAOTS trainees after returning back
to their home countries have established
alumni societies active around the world,
carrying outvarious activities to generate
multiplier effects from their own training
in Japan. Nepal AOTS Alumni society
is one of them.

in different skills
under various training programs. The
first trainee went to Japan for training in
1968 and 125 persons were trained
already been trained

during 1968 to 1990. After

the
establishment of the Society, ie. from
1991 till October l996,other 852 trainee

were already trained under various
programs.
The following table depicts the sunmary

of the number of trainee trained under
NepalAOTS Alumni Society (NAAS) various programs of AOTS.
a non-profit voluntary organization was
registered in 1991, with members who
During the Period 1968-1990
had undergone training conducted by
AOTS, Japan. The main
objective of this society is to
T[aining in -Iapan
facilitate human resource
1. AOTS Regular Ttrchnical Training Prograrn 85
development progrirms of its
2. AOTS Regular Management Program
I
parent organization, AOTS .

3. APO Management Training Prograrn
36
1. UMDO In-Plbnt Group Training Prograrn 3
Total 125

To-date, in total 977
Nepalese trainee have
the Perid 199l-1996

kograns

Alumni Scholarship Technical Training
Prograrn (ASTTP)

Alumni Scholarship Management
Training Program (ASMTP)
3. AOTS Regular Technical Training
Prograrn (ARTTP)
4. APO Management Training Prograrn
Program (APOMTP)

I

I

l0

2

4

t6

10

na

26

4

na

ll

x

39

75

2.

11

5. Progran for Nepalese Entepreneurs

(PNEE)

B) Ilaining in Nepat
6. Lecturing Tour by Japanese
Experts (LT)
7. Overseas Training Prograur (OTP)
8. In - house Management Training

prograln

tnnfPl

9: Domestic hcturing Tour (DLT)
10. In - house Japanese language

(ULP)
- house Computer Training

Classes
11. In

Prograne (ICTP)
I

na

x
x

x

t28

29

43

213

,x

x

60

191

251

t2

x
x

x

50

62

x

22

4t

63

8

t2

x

5

25

x

x

x

l0

t0

x

x

28

43

7t

2

3

3

2

t9

2, Inter-Alumni Resource Exchange

Program (tAREP-l)

C)

x
x

Training in South -Asian Region
13. Inter- Alumni Resource Exchange
Program (IAREP

- not available
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The above table reveals some important facts to be noted.

1.

2.

T[aining Tbend during 1968 - 1996
The Trend Graph - I regarding number of trainee trained
by AOTS (1968-1996) shows that AOTS, Japan is assisting in developing human resources of Nepal increasingly, especially, after the establishment of its Alumni
Society in 1991 and even more so in the recent years

Ibainees Dishibution in Various Tbaining hograrns
The pareto Graph - 2 regafiing rainee distribution in
various training progr4m (1,991-t996) shows that the no.
of trainees are highest,25l (29Vo) in Overseas Training
Program (Ofel and then Lecnrring Tour by Japanese Exptrt (L,T), 213 (257o) followed by Progra:n forNepalese
Entrepreneurs (PNEE),

7

5 (9Vo).

1995 and 1996.
Graph - 1 : Number of Trainee Tnained by AOTS
(1968 to 1996)

300

Graph - 2 : Tnalnee Diskibution among Various Tnaining Prograrns
(1991,1906)
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Overseas T[aining Program (OTP)

AOTS has orgaaized

1.

till now four overseas ftaining progrirms in Nepal.

Production Management

of

Grament Factory

2.

60

JUKI Corporation.

62

Shimizu Corporation. Japan

Japan

Construction Project
Management

3.

2 -7 July 1995

Hotel Management

2l

-26 Jan. 1996

4 -9 Aug. 1996

65

Himalaya Kanko Kaihatsu
Co. Ltd. Japan

4.

Production Management of
Garment Factory

8 -13 Sept. 1,996

JUKI Corporation.

Japan

197, AOfIS is platrning to conduct overseas haining p'rograms in printing rcchnology atrd toudsm marketing management
with special focus on hotel managemetrt in Nepal.
In

.iune - 1997
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Lecturing Tour by Japanese Experts (uT)
AOTS has despatched seven lecturers to organize seminars in various subjects in Nepal.

Period

SubJect

Lecturrcr

No. of

Participants
1.

2.

Recent Trends in Japanese
Business management

Dynamic Behavior to
Motivate People

10-11 Feb. 1993

22-23 Sept. 1993
22 Act. 1993

3.

Profitability Analysis

4.

Total Quality Management
for Export Promotion

Mr. I. Ohara
Chu-San-Rend

55

Mr. T. Akimoto
Chu-San-Ren

51

Mr. S. Fujita
Sanno College

28-29 Oct. 1994

Mr. T. Akimoto
Chu-San-Ren

Japanese Management to
Improve the Workplace,

Quality and Productivity

16

l3

Mr. T. Akimoto

ll-12 Sept. 1995

Chu-San-Ren

13 Mar. 1996

Mr. S. Fujita

29

6

Kaizen

Sanno College
7

L7

Export homotion of
Nepalese Products

2l-22Aug. 1996

Japan-Small
Business Corporation

to Japan

[n 1997,AOTS is planning to

Mr. T. Ikawa
26

send experts fnrrn Japan to conduct serninars in Nepal on corporate strategic nnaoagement

workers motivation.
Pnogram for Nepalese Entrcpneneurs (PNBE)
AOTS has already provided training to 75 Nepalese entrepreneurs in 4 groups

Subject

1.

trntroduction t0 Japanese
Business Management

Feriocl

7-20 Dec. 1994

NEr. of,

Fanticipants

20

Vemue

Yokoharna Kensu Centre.
Japan

2.
3.
4.

Introduction to Japanse
Business Management

trntroduction [o Japanese
Business Managemerat

Introduction to.trapanese
Business Management

27 Feb-10 Mar. 1995

15

Yokohanra Kensu Centre.
Japall

I

23

Kansai Kensu Cen&e"

20 Nov. -

Dec. 1995

Japan

Kansai Kensu Centre,
9- 22 May X995

16

Japan

Beside these, rigbt now, a fiffl goup of 23 Nepalese entr€preneus of export - odented gament factories ar€ in Japan for l0 da
entrepr€neurship tsaining program,
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one noteworthy fact that the distribution scenario of trainof management and technical trainings registered a

Management and Technical Thaining Ratio

3.

ees

shift in favor of management training between the peri- 1990 to 1990 * 1996.

The Pie-Graph-3 regarding proportion of managementand

technical trainings (1968 -1990 and 1991 -1996) depicts

ods 1968

graph-3

Proportion of Management &
Technical Train ings (1 991 -1 996)

Proportion of Management &
(1 968-1 990)

Techn ical Trainings

,=
e

Technical

o Management

69"/o

32o/"

In the 1968 - 90 period, management trainees were only
32Vo of the total, whereas in 1991 -96 period, the percent-

r

age increased to 9lVo. More andmore entrepreneurs now

want their middle level and top level numagers to be acquainted with Japanese management techniques and lools.

4.

Training Venue
Another noteworthy fact we can derive from the training

infomrationis that, recently, in the 1991-1996period, mosf
of the trainfhgs are held in Nepal. Previously before 1991,
all trainings were held in Japan. During l99l -1996 period, aboutTTVo of,the trainees were fained in Japan, where
as 17 persons were trained in Bangladesh and 2 persons
were trained in India (Graph4).The regional raining programs were conducted under Inter- Aumni Resource Exchange Program of AOTS.

Graph - 4

Training venue (1 96&1 990)

Training Venue

(1 991 -1

996)

Bengladeeh

o

Japan
1QO"/o
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FLIRTING WITH TQM
Many blunders are often done by
Asian companies embarking on TQM
Kamran Moosa
Vice Chainnan, AOTS Lahore Regional Centre
Managing Director, Pakistan Institute of Quality Control

I
1

for Total, Q for Quality, andM for

business volume, resulting in more cross-

Management. Sounds simple, but it
is not clear to most people. Every day
brings a new book, semina4, or article that
adds a new perspective to the subject.
Companies are increasing their budgets

boundary uade and improvement in the
living standard in many countries. As a
result, customers from around the world
are regularly demanding better products

for TQM facilitation, yet most of them
are not getting anywhere. TQM literature
available in the West or Japan, does not
address many issues afecting companies
in Asian countries, such as : illiteracy
low living standards, employees high
turnovers, unpredictable government
policies, high inflation rates, strikes, 1520Vo interest rates on bank loans,
unavailability of appropriate human
resources, export of intellectuals to
developed countries, competing with

Competition is becoming toughq and so

and services than ever
is runaging business.

The desire for excelling starts from
individuals, and then spreads into
business competition. In today's business
the richest is considered to be the winner

Technology is a tool for achieving this.
Competition is a cataiyst in the growth
of business, provided it is fair It is often
not possible to easily.acquire technology
with limited resources. Howevet it is

to

sub-standard product imitations in

easy

mmkets, and non-availability of basic
testing and calibration laboratories. Of
course, tile nature of their severity differs

management systems.

in

each country. This is why many
Asians, after listening to a lecture on
TQM, laugb if they understand it, or look
more pvzzled, if they do not.Those who
really understand, accept, and then
practice it correctly are only a hand full
of self-motivated senior executives, who
have the'champion's' attifirdes, and have

had successful careers. Those who
consider TQM to be only a buzzword,
are either ignorant, or below average

before.

acquire knowledge

on

In the divide between the rich anct the
poor, money is conrolled by the rich, and
flows from the rich to the poor In the
divide between the developed and the

a

champion perfect, but does not urake
everyone a champion.

TQM is gaining importance every day
due to a continual increase in the global

June - 1997

making
improvements with all management

tools. It does not include any technical
or technological tool, or contain any
roduction or Quality M ethodolo gy for
producing any product or adding features
to it. The only ones who are benefiting
from today'sTQM programs are the ones
P

who already own the

necessary

technological improvement capabilities.
Analyses ofAsian countries do not show
any unified approach towards quality.
!his, in addition to the restricted flow of
technology, leads companies in these

countries.to adopt random acts of total

quality management.

Business growth has created an

trt

is controlled by the company or

country who owns it.The realtwbnoiogy
is a mo st guatded se cret. Itskey elements

are not available

in the published

literature. It can only be acquired through

experience,

skills,

expertise,

cheaply.

be implemented. TQM nnakes

involving people in

obsession for connpetition in mostAsian
counEies. International trade considers
each country (as a company) by what it
has to offer to the world market. Quality,
productivity, cost, trust, ease in business
dealings, and efiicient delivery are the

minor details, therefore they can not
affordhypocrisy while deating with rhis'

sufficient. Therefore, they carry a long
list ofjustifications for whyTQM cannot

technological improvements. TQM as
defined today, is only a mechanism for

technology is the main controlling factor

benchnarking, and applied research, and

subject. They are innovative, snd hungry

literature and seminars of today focus on
M anagement Sy stemsand usually ignore

under developed countries, superior

professionally. Charrpions have to learn

for knowledge and experience. Cthers
think that they know nnore than

strengthening of the technological base,

in addition to improvements in the
management systems. The TQM

these are never available easily, or
Excellence in products and services is
like the tip of an iceberg, whose under
water hidden portion, is technology. A

product can not s[rvive without its
technological base. Therefore, an
imitator, who produces products without

technological deveiopment always
produces products inferior in quality. The
race in the market is for excellence and

easy availability. These require

a

main criteria for selecting a country's
products. Due to the unique socioeconomic situation, each country has to
design the best mechanism compatible
with its own environment.
Competition is forcing companies to win

by

continually presenting new
innovative and exciting products and

services of the highest quality, that people
really want and need, and are within their
affordable price ftrnge. Competition leads
the weaker producers into bankruptcy
tr-ess resourceful companies have little
lead tine to make improvements. Under

Tallnn.29

the pressure of losing competition, most
Asian companies look up to TQM tools
as their savior, andtry to adoptandadapt
them without considering their specific
needs. These companies are not market
driven, but are 'TQM program'driven !
Market driven products and services
regularly demand very rapid changes,

improvement, and additional features.
These are impossible to provide with

inferiority in technology. As a result,
most companies with traditional
technologies will soon become obsolete.

There are many implications of
international trade inAsia. These include

: demands by customers for

more

stringent product standards, European
Confonnity Mark, ISO 9000, technical
competency of registrars and

Many developing countries lack the

Hypothesis, Seven New QC Tools,

appropriate infra-structure for integrated

Quality Award Criteria, 5

quality and its promotional and control
activities. This creates problems and a
lack of trust in both the suppliers and
customers of that country. An integrated
model of national quality infrastructure

methodology adopted were via ISO
9(X)0, Juran Road illap, and MBNQA.
The main difficulties encountered by

is required in every country, which
should include : leadership, resources,
regulatory aspects, educational aspects,
promotional aspects, and appropriate
technical facilities and competency in
testing and calibration.

In a national research on TQM carried
out by the author in 1995-96 (in a
selected group of reputable Pakistani
companies), it was found that the most
quality conscious companies are
practicing only

33Vo

ofTQMTools. The

laboratories, mutual recognition in

strongest practiced tools were

bilateral trade, and the country's label.A
srong Quality Infra-structure, and its
operational mechanisms are vital for the
development of quality in any country

Management by Policy, followed by
TPM, Infonnation Sharing, Sampling,

:

ISO 9000, Quality Circles, and SPC.The

least practiced tools were : Test of

S's,
Benchmarking, and Re-engineering. The

these

finns were : resistance, lack of time,

non-availability of resources, lack of

clarity of TQM and its tools, and

an

unhelpful attitude of outside sources.
People develop habits from their culnre.

Every country has unique culture that

influences the habits of its people.
Traditions, social behavior, culture,
education, technology, and religious
affiliations strongly influence the
fonnation of habits.The pace of progress

and overall improvement in socioeconomic development depends upon the
habits of the people and their leaders.

Every nation has to identify ttre best
habits compatible with its growth.
Guidance is always available from
within. Right guidance leads to success,
and success leads to happiness.

Wishing the 7th Arunuml Genernl Meeting
NepAl AOTS AtuMNi Sociery

oI

fl grend success
Jun e 27 ,1 997
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Putali Sadak, (Ramshahpath), P. O. Bo* No 3977, Kathmandu, Nepal
Phone No. : Shop 4137591412194 Res. 420887 Fax . 977-1-420527 , 421306 (O)
Shop No. 2, Opp. Shankardev Campus
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f)romotion of QC activities in Nepal have mainly

I

been

confined to in-company and public seminars, training

courses and talks. The concept of systematic problem solving
through participatory approach in industri al and busi ness sec tor
is virtually n on existent. Implic ation s o f particip atory approach,

bottom-up decision making, etc. have been matters beyond
the comprehension of entrepreneurs and were generally

a management development consultancy firm, to establish
some form of Japanese style of management in the company.
BISCONS proposed a continuous workplace improvement
program for developing TQM culture in the company to meet
its productivity and quality improvement needs.

As the initiating activity of TQM, QC activities were first
introduced into the company at the shop floor level in October
1996. The main objectives were :
to bring out the hidden talents and improve the creativity
of the employees and quality of their problem solving

lconsidered undesirable lest workers become "smart".

J

lnntrepreneurs and managers were supposed to be know-all,
Ithe shop floor workers were supposed to work and not think.
l"Sinart" workers were "threats" to the management. With this
jsort of skewed mentality prevailing in the industrial sector,
few QC activities practiced here were just flashes in the pan.

J

Japanese style of problem solving through QC activities is
something everyone has heard of and is greatly admired. The
leaders and the know-alls publicly exhort the virtues of the
Japanese system and preach that one should emulate the
Japanese for the industrial and economic growth of the nation.
But that's where things stop!

However, there have been some industrial houses which had
attempted to implement QC circles in their companies with
the help of external facilitators. The handful of these
enterprising companies, however, could not actually arouse
significant interest to sustain their program and tap the full
benefits that could have been reaped from them. In this respect,
the Godavari Marble Industries where QC activities are being
successfrrlly implemented, shines as a case with high optimism
for their sustainability.

IMPLEMENTATION OF QC ACTIVITIES AT
GODAVARI MARBLE INDUSTRIBS P. LTD.
The Godavari Marble Industries, a mining industry managed
by the MC Group since the last two decades, is situated in the
southern end of the Kathmandu valley at the lap of the
picturesque Phulchoki mountain. The company is engaged in
theproduction of beautiful Italian grade marbles and aggregates
with large export market in India. There are about 500
employees in the company, the majority of which are either
illiterate or have received education equivalent to primary
school standards.
The CEO of the company is the driving force behind the eC
activities in the factory and has lent whole hearted support to
its promotion. It started with the CEO approaching BIS CONS,
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J
J

capability;
to improve leadership and supervisory skills of supervisors

at the grassroots level;

to improve human relations; and
to improve product quality and productivity.

Organization Structure For Implementation
The structure of the QC Circle activities composes three levels:

fRefer to Figure

1.

I : Organization Chartfor

QC Activities]

The Steering Committee (SC)

The SC is the highest authority in the structure of eC

activities within the company. It consists of the CEO, the
GM, the DGM and the production manager. The DGM
has been entrusted with the responsibility of a eC

promotion ofiicer. The committee lays down policy issues,
objectives and strategies, gives decisions and support to

improvement suggestions of the eC circles. The

committee meets once a month.

2.

Cross Functional Committees (CFC)

The members of these committees are the production
incharge, the production manager and the eC promotion
officer. The CFCs facilitate the QC programs regularly to
establish coordination between policy management and
QC circles. There are two CFCs at present, atrd they meet

jointly once a week.

3.

QC Circles (QCC)
QCCs (refened to as clubs by the workers in the company)

cafiy out small group activities within the respective
departments tackling problems and devising improvement
schemes within the framework of thepolicy issueshanded
down by the SC. The circle members consist of the labour,
operators, floor supervisors and the production incharge.
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The QCCs have been meeting consistently twice a week.
Atpresent, there are eightQCCs working actively in their

6.

Initially 4 circles were organized in December as pilot
circles after trvo months of holding the educational training

program for key personnel. By

respective areas.

April

1997, four more

circles were added.
Steering Cornmitlee
for QC Circles

7.

At present, the QCCs are involved in the following eight
themes :
Breakage

J
Cross Functional
Committee no. 2

J
O
J
J
J

Figure 1 : Organization Chart for QC Activities

J
J

Implementatlon Ppcedure

1.

Top management orientation on Japanese style of

management concepts and practices were carried out in
three working meetings covering the following topics:
Concept of Ytaizenand Japanese numagement systom
Human oriented management procedures
Policy management" cross-functional numagement
and small group (QC) activities

J
J
J

2.

3.

J
I
J
A
O
J

meetings
Establishing goals, standardization, etc.
The PQCDSM factors of productivity
Importance of problems based on facts
Seven Tools ofQC
The 5 'S' technique
Systematic problem solving procedure

The QC activities have been concenftated on the following

four major policy issues identified by the steering

J
O
J

Quality of polished marbles
Inventory of marble blocks, work in process and

O

polished marble
Cleanliness in the factory

Breakage of marble slabs

Worker representatives who volunteered to become the
QCC members were briefed about QC circles.

5.

Meeting venues for individual QC circles were selected
and necessary tables, chairs, boards, etc. were made
available.
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Inventory of rough slabs
Inventory of dressed blocks

So far, through the QC activities, the following
improvements have been observed

:

J

Dressed and undressed blocks aranged according
to Block Arrangement Plan

J

Rough marble slabs arranged according to Rough
Slab Arrangement Plan

in conducting QC Circle

committee:

4.

1.

13 key personnel comprising of middle level nnanagement
were trained as facilitators twice a week tcr two months.
The interactive workshops covered the following topics:
Management By Quality: Concept and practice

Leadership techniques

mini workshop

Improvement Through OC Activities

.

J
tl

of unpolished marble after edge cutting

process
Breakage of polished marble after polishing process
Defect in size of polished marble
Defect due to broken edges in polished marble
Housekeeping in gang saw area
Housekeeping in heating room, circular saw areaand

J

Breakage of rough slabs and tiles after edge cutting
process reduced from 7.64Vo w l.Ul%o

J

Marble dimension defect reduced from 4.36Vo to
0.05Vo. [Refer to the case study on Circle 4 which is

responsible for minimizing size defect.l

J

of edge cutting machine # 8
improved by bringing the process limit of the
machine within the specification limit [+/-0.5] set
Process capability

by the company

J
2.

Waste minimization and disposal plan implemented
to make the gang saw area clean.

Continuous efforts are being made to improve the
productivity and quality in the following areas :

J

Cycle time of mono blade dressing machine
determined to reduce the idle time and auxiliary time
of the machine

J
3'

Cycle time study of circular saw dressing machine
being carried out

Efforts to minim ize marble edge breakage after
surface polishing

A

Efforts to minimize breakage of marble slabs and
tiles during polishing and subsequent sorting and
packaging process.
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Problem Solving

a)

CASE STUDY ON QC CIRCLE
Name of the QC Circle : Quality Ko Lagi Ekta Club

Effect Diagraml

1. Mr. P. Dahal

Shift in+huge lCircle leader
Dispatch officer

4. I\ft. R. Bista
5. Mr. B. B. Magar
6. Ivk. D. Bista
7. Ivtu. G. P. Gautam
8. Ivk. C. B. Ranjit

The circle members designed check sheets to collect daily
data of 10 days in the course of their work to identify ttre

b)

present uend of quality defect in size. Percentage of
defective size was as high as 4.36Vo. Likewise, quality
defect occurrence in individual edge cutting machines
(EC) was also pinpointed. Percentage of defect ranged
from 0.25Vo in EC # 5 to 7 .277o in EC # 8.

Circle Members:
2. Mr. B. L. Goyal
3. Ivk. K. Magar

Machine operator
Machine operator
Machine operator

Through the brainstorming and cause and effect analysis,
the circle members brought out the recommendations for

c)

Inspector

improvement

Supervisor
Engineer / Facilitator

in minimizing size defects.

These

recommendations are presented in the table.
d)

Deftnition of the Problem:

The circle members decided that they would first tackle

the problem of stoppers. Stoppers are devices set at

Godawari Marble Industries produces marble slabs and
tiles in 10 standard dimensions ranging from 100 mm by 1fi)
mm to 6fi) mm by 900 mm. Rough slabs produced by gang
saw machines are cut into various dimensions by the edge
cutting machines. Accurate dimensions are very crucial when
lay.ing out the marble tiles on the floors and walls. Tolerance
of +/- 1 mm in size had been accepted by the company although
the acceptable tolerance in the market
is said to be +/- 0.5 mm. The company
had been facing complaints frequently
from customers, architects and marble

aying masons about erratic size
inaccuracies. The edge cutting
machines were producing marbles
whose size even exceeded the
acceptable tolerance limit.

I

The reasons for the quality defects of the marble slabs in
terms of their conformance with set specification were
discussed in brainstorming sessions by the circle members.
The members listed the various sub-causes and drew a
cause and effect diagram. [Refer to Figure 2 : Cause and

CIRCLE 4

Problem I ssue : Quality Improvement
Objective : To minimize defects in the marble slabs
Themt: Minimization of production of marble slabs and tiles
not conforming to standard dimensions

Procedure,

specific points and are used as determinants in cutting
marbles in specific sizes. On detailed study of the stopper
devices used in the seven differentEC machines, they were
found to be vulnerable to pressures from marble slabs
J

when set to cut. They had become loose, worn out and
rusted. The members also observed that ttre operators were
not always applying uniform firmness while setting the

slabs against the stoppers. (Refer to Figure 3
Cuning Machinel

:

Edge

Stoppen not rigid
Wear and tcar

Pmr hering components
lnadeqrtale expcrience

Cultirrg blnde vihrations

Reasons
Theme :

for

Selecting the Problem

The feedback received from the
sales department as reflected by

complaints from customers and
marble laying masons generated the
urgency to tackle this quality problem.
The steering committee gave priority

Fatigue

Casual placilrg ofmarblc slabs for cutting

tlneven bottom surlhce ofnrarble
Marble parlicles ngainst plate and stoppa

lnaccuracy in measurement

lnlccurate parallcl sidcs scnt
hy parallel cutting machines

Faulty setling of stoppcrs

to this policy issue and set the
tolerance at +/- 0.5 mm. The circle
took up ttris problem after preliminary
data collection from the seven

different operating edge cutting
machi
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Figure 2 : Cause and Effect Diagram
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l.

Stoppers

2.

Bearings

3.

Operators

i)

undertook training in determining variations in size
and distinguishing between the specification limit and
actual process capability limit. The EC # 8 machine
was selected for the snrdy since the particular machine

i)

was identified as having produced the maximum
quality defective marble among other edge cusing

Sussested Remediel Actions
Reset the stoppers
ii) Tighten lhe bush
iii) Clnnge worn and torn stopp€rs
iv) Need to determine the freauencv of adiustment
Change worn and torn ones
ii) Reereasine
i) Awareness raising on size defects arising from their
individual machines
ii) Reminding to be more cautious about particles befqre
placing marble slabs
iii) Proper placing of marble slabs against the side plates
and stopper
iv) Training to measure and maintain data of marble sizes

Dcfects

v) Trainins to reset

i)
ii)

4. General

stoDDers when reouired

Regular maintenance
Adenuate liahtins aransernent

After implementation of improvement measures on
stoppers, daily data was collected of two weeks (23td
December to 3rd January, 1997) to gauge the result.

Defects dropped down to l.2%o. fRefer to Figure 4 : Pareto
- Clwrts for Situation Before and Afier Improvementl Tt'rc
effect of improvement is quite obvious as seen in the

b)

After implementation of other improvement measures
including strict supervision of op€ratorq the analysis of
daily data as of 23rd April, 1997 revealed the defect
percentage dropping down to 0.054o. fRefer to Figure 5 :
Trend of Improvemcnrl

8 during the period 2053.10.26 to 2053.11.2

Il

comparative illustration of the pareto charts. The group
then set a target of further lowering the defects to 'l.Vo.

0

a)

Data on a total of 150 samples of 300 mm
dimension marble of two hourly production of EC #
(February 8-13) were collected. The analysis of the
histogram subsequently drawn revealed that the mode
for the 300 mm size shifted to the left, i.e., lower
than the mean. The process limit ranged from +0.4 to 1.0, whereas, the specification limit desired by the market
and adoptedby the circle was +/- 0.5 mm. fRefer to Figure
6 : Histogram

Table : Suggestions for Problem Solving

e)

machines.

Similar 150 data were collected from 2053.It.21 to
2052J1.23 (Much 4-6) after necessary adjustment of the
stopper in EC # 8, and from 2053.11.28 to 2053.11.30
(March 11-13) after changing a bearing component of
the machine. Further exercise was carried out with data
collection from 2053.72.4 to 2053.12.6 (Much 16-18)
based on strict supervision.

c)

The analysis of the histogrilms drawn after every stage of
improvementrevealed that while the mode shifted at -0.3
of the mean, all the samples were within the
specification limit with size variation narrowing
down to 0.5 mm. With the shifting of theprocess
limit of the machine within the specification
limit, the process capability of the machine was
improved. [Refer to Figures 7, 8,9 : Histograms
n, UI and NJ

d) The circle has decided tq improve the
process capability of ttre rest of the edge cutting

-Jz
stoppor

machines by conducting similai- stu-dies.
Accordingly, a control chart (x, R) has been

ad.iustinr

;
rine
;
sbaft, - /

designed.

e) Monitoring of size variations produced by
Right anglc Hujde

individual machines has been going on with the

base

help of control charts placed next to rhe
machines. The operators of each machine plot
the charts based on two hourly measurement
samples.

Figure 3 : Edge Cutting Machine

Process Capability Study and Control Clnrts :
Although the overall size defect percentage dropped below
lVo,the circle decided to conduct the process capability study

,

of individual edge cutting machines after the members
Talim - 34

0

The circle has been going about standardizing the process

and frequency of resetting the stoppers and others to
maintain the process capability of machines within the
acceptable tolerance limit.
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Cumm. Defect:28.1V/o
Avg. defect 4.960/o
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Effectof improvement:
28.19
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Figure 4 : Pareto Charts for situation Before and After Improvement
(Survey period : 4 weeks)
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TOTAL QUALITY CONTROL (TOC)
Kumar Prasad Khanal
Production Manager

Royal Drugs Limited

A) Introduction

:

Onr cannot think about the special
L/ features of production management

in

Japanese Companies without

including the conceptof quality control.

Quality control was introduced to Japan
from the U. S. after World War II. Dr.
W. E. Deming was the first American,
who introduced whatis called Statistical
Quality Control (SQCI which includes
control charts and sanpling. Later Dr

J. M. Juran developed it from his
experience and it is what we call Total
Quality Control (TQC).The concept of

Scatter diagram, Graphs and Check
lists). QC Circle activity rakes place
according to the so called Demming
Cycle or PDCA cycle which involves the
steps "Plan - do - check - act". To

to solve problems and at the same time,

Various methods were developed like
seven QC tools (Pareto diagrarn, CE
diagram, Histogram, Control charts,
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also perform cost

control,

employed.

B) The four Aspects of TQC

simultaneously.

Measurement and Methods) are

1. It is perfonned by all personnel :When a company practices TQC,
everyone from the CEO, directors,
division and section ruuragers, chief
clerks, staff anil supervisors right
down to shop-floor workers must
participate and every individual
must practice QC. Good products
can not be made if anybody in any
division or department tries to

planning, design preparations for
production, purchasing, vendor
management,
manufacturing,

it.is a participatory people oriented
system to use workers' creativity.

It is perfonned comprehensively:WhileTQC naturally centers on the
management of quality, we must
production management, schedule
control, safety management and

corporate activities such as market
research and development, product

QC Circles (QCC) developed as a
typical activity in the concept of Total
Quality Control. QC activities are
carried out collectively by groups of
workers in the work place. It is a work
oriented system that makes it possible

4.

conduct analysis, C- E diagran or so
called 5 M's (Man, Machine, Material,

TQC system is that necessitates the cooperation of all people in the company
including top management, managers,
supervisors and workers in all areas of

inspection, sales and after services as
well as financial control, personnel
administration and training and
education. Quality Control carried out
in this way is called Company Wide
Quality Control (CWQC).

and sold, and after sales service
must be provided.

escape his or her responsibility by

saying, "QC is nothing to do with
mett
2.

It is perfonned in every division:It is vital for every division within
the company/organisation to
practice QC in order to fulfill its
individual function. This applies to
every division without exception,

including general

affairs,
accounting, product planning,
design, engineering, production,
sales and services.
3.

It is perfonned at every stage:- In
with
merchandise or services,that they
will be delighted to purchase,

providing customers

various stepsmustbe taken to crcate
such products or services. Markets
mustbe surveyed, products mustbe
planned, designed, manufactured,

personnel

C) TQC

development

- Slogans

A company can survive andmake profit
only by providing satisfaction to irs
customer with its products and services.
Towards this aim, the fundanentialrules

propunded as TQC slogans are
follows:-

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

as

quahty first not profit
The next proces is your customer
Management by facts
Process control

Priority conciousness
Recurrence prevention
Respect humanity

Quality First
"Quality first" means putting quality
above everything else in order to create
highly satisfactory goods and services
which the customers will be attracted to
buy and delighted ro use.

In other words, "Quality first,'means
giving priority to improving quality and
giving itpride of place before sales, cost,

or productivity. It is based on the

understanding that an uncompromising
commi0nent to the "Quality first" results

in lower cost and higher productivity
which in turn generates pronts.
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in

Quatity defects arise if we work on the

problem is not the result but the process.

turning the quality first philosophy

basis of blind conviction. In order to base

Key point for process control:

The following points are important

into reality

:

"Ouality First" strategies

:

our decisions and actions on the facts,
we must first quantify the situation in

1. Develop complex, highly original
new technology

2. Unearth the latent wants and needs
of themarketplace and develop new
types of products that will stimulate

fresh demand and create new

subjective judgements to objective ones.
To identify the facts, it is important to

Identifying the facts

5: Carefully analyze the dara

5.

Analyse the reasons for any short
falls between targets andresults and

services. To achieve this, each person
must perfonn his or her assigned duties

properly before handing over to the
person incharge of the next process.

The seven key points of the "Next
Process Is Your Customer" concept

:

1. Always think and act from the stand
point of the next process

the role of your own

process

Establish good communications

with previous and

subsequent

process
Understand the next process well

Exchange accurate information
through feedback and feedforward.
Set clear acceptance and rejection
standards

autonomous

inspection

conffol the cause and effect system.

6: Consider the results and
produce accurate information

them only defect-free Products or

L-

Pnocess Control

It me.ms not rnerely chasing results but
paying attention to the process (i.e.,
method of working), controlling this;
and improving our working systems and
methods.

first start to practice
think they have to
they
often
QC,
obtain results quickly. Because of this,
they tend to talk about the results
rather than the process, making
comments like this :

When people

Priority Consciousness
Workplace are filled with problems.
There are countless potential pitfalls
lying in wait to trap us and make our
work turn out badly. It is vital to take
action to solve these problems, but
limited time and resources make it
impossible for us to tackle them all.
Therefore we have to prioritize the

problems. There are four types of
problems

:

1. Problems really worth solving
2. Problems requiring a high level of
technology
Problems requiring care
Simple problems

"The number of defects are not going
down, what's gone wrong ?"

3.
4.

Although we have given strict orders for
the objectives to be acheived, we still
can't meet our sales target."

Being priority concious means
rcalizing that although various

"I have told them time and again to
follow the safety procedures, but they
stilt allowed an accident to haipen."

Work With Facts And Data

In this way, people tend to concentrate
exclusively on the results and foryet

It means not making decisions based on
just experience and intution alone but

about the process that prodelces thene.

acting in accordance with the facts.

a
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Look beyond the results, reflect on
the process that produced them,
improve working methods andraise
the quality of work.

using QC tools

process as a customer and passing on to

7. Perform rigorous

4.

4: Collect accurate data

It means thinking of the recipient of the
goods or seryices produced in one's own

6.

Clarify the objectives of

Quality is built in via process, not
through inspection. This is what
makes it so important to control
process properly.

collecting data

The Next Prccess ls
Your Gustomer

4.
5.

3.

to be investigated

perfectly as possible.

3.

methods, teach the standards and see
that these are observed.

2: Decide on the characteristics
3:

Pay attention to standardisation;

standardize the best working

and objects

Improve and control Process to
eliminate defects and Produce
products that will funciton as neady

2. Understand

)

:

Steps 1: Observe the actual location

Dissect and improve Present
working methods.

follow the following Procedure.

markets.

3.

1.

the form of data and convert our

problems may exist, thgre are only a
very few really important ones. Thus,
understanding the priority problems,
we will obtain much better results for
the same amount of effort.

Recurrence Frevention

But good result can not be obtained until

From any point of view, nnaintaining

good process has been established. T'he

process in a scable state is the basis of
..!une
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a healthy production system. Howeveq

changing the method of adjusbnent,

trouble often occurs even when we do

introducing screening inspection,

our best to maintain our process in the
stable state. The cause of these

changing the method of operation,

occurences are

.
.
.
.

and so on.

)

:

Worker's inattention
Equipment failure
Contamination of raw materials and
processes by inpurites, dust, and
other foreign matter.

Mistakes

in following

Individual recuffence-prevention
countenneasures.

They are permanent counterineasures for dealing with troubles
arising in products, processes and
work. They are aimed at either the

work

work or process that allowed the
problem to go unnoticed. Examples;

procedures.
Therefore, recrurence prevention means

correcting a die, changing

identifying the causes of trouble and
taking countenneasures against those

thickness, or changing a material.
3.

cause to ensures that they never occur
again.

S

a

ystemic recurrence-prevention

An organisation changes depending on
the spirit with which its employees
work. They should, therefore be
regarded as assets, not ils costs.
Since CWQC starts with humanware,
human approach for TQC is the prime
factor. To continue development of an

organisation, individuality of the
people working for it must be
respected. They should have sufficient
autonomy to be able to work freely on

their own initiative. They should also
be able to exercise their brains and

think about their work. The QC

counter measures

activity is the most appropriate tool to

They improve the system aspect of

attain this goal.
,.LAST TI{ING TO
SIV''

Tgles of countenneasures :

working methods, mechanism,

1. Emergencycounterrneasures

procedures, technical standards,
control standards of organizations,
job'sequences and so on in order to
prevent the recurrence of trorfile.

They deal with the immediate
trouble. They are tackled by

Respect Humanity

A company able to build quality into its

people is already halfway toward
producing quality products.
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EUREKA INTERNATION4L ENTERPRTSES
lfow e 0f S cisntf 'Ic {,

fic a I n quip m ent
P. O. Box 4576,Tripureswor, Kathmandu
Phone : 00977 -1-228351 , Fax : 00977 -1-226667
C omp fete

June - 1997
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Automobile Maintenance Servicing
An Experience
Suresh Maharjan

lI

gained new ideas and technology in Automobile

lMaintenance and Servicing at the workshop of Eastern
(Pvt.) Ltd., Karachi, Pakistan from 2nd Dec.
lAutomobiles
| 1996 to 22nd Dec. 1996 under the Inter Alumni Exchange
ilrogrurn between (NAAS), Kathmandu and Asia Banka
lfaitan Dosokai (ABKD) Karachi, Sponsored by the
Association for Overseas Technical Schoolarship (AOTS),
I
itotcyo. I learned new concepts about car airconditioning
j system, wheel alignment, balancing system and final control
and servicing. This training though short, helped a lot in
proper identification of problem. I wish to thank both the
alumni societies and AOTS, Tokyo for providing me this

check system, During my training period, I visited Pak Suzuki
Itvtotor Co. Ltd., Pak Suzuki Motorcycles Pakistan Ltd. and
iNaya Daur Motor Pvt. Ltd. These factory visits boardend
j my knowledge and concepts about Automobile maintenance

i

opportunity.

With Best Compliments
to.

NEPAL AOTS ALUMNI SOCIETY (NAAS)

on the occassion of the
7th Annual General Meeting
from
ft$sutt fi
.-:/

NEPALCOhISULT (P) LTD.
&

ARCHTTECTS ( ESTD. re74)
Gushingal, Kupandol, Lalitpur - 1, Nepal
Mailing Address : G. P. Box No. 492, Kathmandu, Nepal
Telephone No. 524-379 & 536-827

CONSULTTNG ENGINEERS

Fax No :0977-1-536824

Field of Seruices
Water Supply & Sanitation
Airport Engineering
Structural Engineeri ng
Transportation En gi neerin g
lrrigation Engineering
Socio-Economic Studies
Electrical Power Engi neering
Water Resources Studies
Trai
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Survey & Mapping
lntegrated Rural Development
Building Design & Planning
Geotechnical lnvestigations
Soil Engineering
Ground Water Engineering
Management Services
Advisory Services
Environmental Engineering
June - 1997

S.

No. Name

Off. Tel

Res. Tel

1.

Adhikari Ratnakar

New Everest Construction

2.

Amatya Sanam

Alpha-1, Eccon P Ltd.

3.

AryalAshok

Fish Tail Enterprises

415356

4.

Bajaj Gopal

5.

Bajaj Naryan

Deepak Germent lndustries

475068

22M94

6.

Bajaj Shrawan Kumar

Deepak Garment lndustries

475068

419067

7.

Bajracharya lndra

Smile Wear

536070

8.

Bajracharya Prakash

Bajra & Bajracharya Enterprises

524851

9.

BaniaAsoka Man Singh

Sako Engineering & Trading

216085

216085

10.

Bania Ram Badan Shrestha

Sako Engineering & Trading

216085

216085

271994

271090

415563

K.

227ffi8
521444
25001

9,2491a2

413507

419067

11.

Bania Suraksha Man Sing

Balaju Automobiles

12.

Bhagat Radhe Shyam

R.S. Bhagat & Ass. Consulting Artitech

13.

Bhandari Mukunda Ram

Economic Services Center

27253A

14.

Bhandari Narayan Prasad

Nepal Telecom. Corporation

226004

15.

Bhandary Kishore Ram

Royal Drugs Ltd.

227210

16.

Bhattarai Madhusudan

22ffi46

17.

Bhattarai Narendra

Nepal lndustrial Dev
Qorporation
Balaju Textile lndustry Ltd.

270958

416130

18.

Bhattarai Sudhir

Balaju Textiles lndustry Ltd.

270958

416130

19.

Bhurtel Mrigendra

Shalini Plastic h/t. Ltd.

272010,523916

20.

Bishet Hitler

Narayani Feed lndustries

057-20310

21.

Bista Pradeep Kumar

Himalayan Silk RoadTravels P. Ltd.

416225

523726

22.

Chapagain Dinesh Prasad

BISCONS

227470

241658

23.

Dahal Rajan

Devtec Nepal R/t. Ltd.

229186

DaliAmira

Sanpo lntemational Corporation

521295

25.

Ghimire Govinda Prasad

Hetauda Cement lnd. Ltd.

057-21024

26.

Ghimire Kapil Dev

Small Business Promotion Project

27.

HadaAnil

Super Biscuit lndusfy

471118

526993
057-20463

270763

525417

223ffi1

41U73

223%1

520034

226463
270A43

28.

Hada Purna Prakash

lnternational Comm. lnc. Hetauda

057-20808

Joshi Bhawani Bhakta

Trans Everest Enterprises P Ltd.

224538

227065

30.

Joshi Surendna Raj

Style Trade Line

224243

419785

31.

K. C. Krishna Bahadur

Laxmi Auto Engineering \Abrks

270530

270530

32.

K. C. Madhav

lclMoD

33.

Kakshapti Bhagabati Lal

u.

Bagmati Automobile & Engineering

270353

270353

Karanjit Saurab

Computer Skill Centre

419287

5273/;2

35.

Khanal Bidur Kumar

Pepsi Cola Nepal

472909,472983

470115

36.

Khanal Kumar Prasad

Royal Drugs

229109

471782

37.

Lama Bakhan Singh

Pooja Fashion lnd. P Ltd.

47ffi14

472788

38.

Maharjan Asha Lal

Nepal Telcom. Corporation

213944

526379

39.

Maharjan Ashok

Swodeshi BEstra Kala Palpali Dhaka

414772

40

Maharjan Suresh

UnitedAuto Workshop

June - 1997

272530

415563

29.

'

249865

26547

24.

Ltd.

Fax

414772
526389
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S.

No. Name

Office

Off. Tel

Res. Tel

41.

Malla Rajendra

Apex Motor Service P Ltd.

472646

416804

42.

Malla Shanta Bahadur

Nepal Lithographing Co,

415564,416086

227975

43

Manandhar Purushoftam N.

P. Narayan Motors P Ltd.

421191

24ffi24

44.

Mathema Kishor Bhakta

Harissiddhi Brick &Tile Factory

521451,521178

45.

Nakarmi Mahesh Kumar

Shanker Automobiles AgencY

270372,270271

46.

Nakarmi Ratna Das

Bhote Bahal

47.

Nepal Ramesh Prasad

Office of Energy Efieciency Service

48.

Piya Barun

49.

230625
222837

251174

470887

Piya Plastics lndustries

411072

410737

Piya Jiwan Lal

Chirag Foarm lnd. RtL Ltd.

272384

420773

50.

PokharelArun

Himalayan Joumeys

226138, 41297 1

414368

51.

Pokhrel Sanjeeb C.

Nepal Rubber Udhyog Pvt. Ltd.

221123

221123
474144

52.

Poudyal Upendra Keshari

NRB. Mint Dept. Sundhara

226965

53.

Pradhan Banshee Ram

Blue Chip lnternational

225811

226118

414579

411182

54,

Pradhan Gyanendra Lal

55.

Pradhan Kishor Kumar

Birat Pharma Lab (P) Ltd.

56.

Pradhanang Ballav Bahadur

Himali Bakery Co. P Ltd.

271983,271848

220144

57.

Pradhanang Bharat Bahadur

Ganapati Box lndustries

472916

220046

58,

Pradhanang Tara Bahadur

220046

220046

227568

271901

411314,417371

226557

59.

Pradhanang Subash

60.

Rajbhandari Binod B.

61

Rajbhandari Devraj

Shimizu Coporation

Amico Nirman Company P Ltd.

470307 , 47 4127

473677

222245

62.

RanaAshoke S. J, B.

Himalayan Bank Ltd.

63,

Rijal Sanjiv

Nepal Jute lndustries

025-22529

64

Roka Prolad

65.

Sakha Venus

66.

Sayami Siddhi Das

67

Narayani Maida Mills (P) Ltd.

414772

222175

Shah Balendu Bikram

Himalayan Brewery Ltd.

290555

536288

68.

Shah Bishwa Bikram

SipradiTrading P Ltd.

272755

412159

69.

Shah Satya Narayan

NRB Dept. of Mint, Sundhara

250003

Shakya Arun Kumar

Shimizu Corporation

227ffi8,223178

71.

Shakya Asta Bahadur

ABC Screen Printing Co.

247567

247ffi7

72.

Shakya Kiran Narsingh

Subash Printing Press

533191,524314

533191

73.

Shanrn Bishnu

Economic Service Center

74.

Sharma Hari Bhakta

Deurali-Janta Pharma h/t. Ltd.

75.

Sharma Mukunda Prasad

Himalayan lnst. of Dev.

76.

Sharma Rudra Raj

Agriculture I nputs Corporation

77.

Sharma Subash

Nepal Hokke F/t. Ltd.

414830
422485
527797
213497
071-20236

78.

Shrestha Babu Kaji

79.

Shrestha Bhusan Krishna

Pape lnc. Traders

246303

533809

80.

Shrestha Bijendra

Pacific Commercial Co. P

412260,414ffi7

278721

81.

Shrestha Bijendra Lal

Kathmandu Maida Mills Pvt, Ltd.

Shrestha Bikesh

Nepal Hokke Pvt. Ltd.

84.
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418343

411205

227415

82.

223145

521466
230698

,83.

4ffi2

27144

227749

70.

47

414472
418297

527797
411941

412423
230698

Ltd.

Shrestha Bishnu Bahadur

Brick & Tile Factory Ltd.

Shrestha Bishnu Prasad

Nepal Electrical lndustries Rrt.

r

272285
071-20236
521178
521171

419837

211132
522389
470520

June - 1997

s. No. Name

Office

Off. Tel

Res. Tel

85,

Shrestha Emojini

Modern Printing Press

21

4886

217469

86

Shrestha Jitendra Bahadur

Jisako lnt'lTraders

272132

272322

87.

Shrestha Jyoti

Ayusha Garment lndustries

470542

470542

88

Shrestha Keshab

Natural History Museum

271899

272578

89

Shrestha Krishna Prasad

Siwani Fashion Garments P Ltd.

270521

90.

Shrestha L. B.

Harishiddhi Brick & Tile Factory Ltd,

227415

418862

91

Shrestha laxmi Knshna

Nepal telcom. Corporation

21

6996

611189

92.

Shrestha Madhav Narayan

Nepal Water Supply Corporation

419593, 411194

93

Shrestha Meena

Elite Creation P Ltd.

472821

473677

94.

Shrestha Prakash Rudra

Nepal Consult P Ltd,

524379,536827

246449

95

Shrestha Puspa M'an

270092

270092

96

Shrestha Rajan Babu

Aero CareAir Conditioning Service

474072

412903

97

Shrestha Ratna Man

Shakti Pipe Udhyog

270518

98
qo

Shrestha Ruby L.

41

271438

Shrestha Sabin Lal

ry Development Corporation
High Land Distillery

_100

Shrestha Sanjoj Man

Shakti Hume Pipe Udhyog p Ltd.

101

Shrestha Shashindra

NEBICO Pvt. Ltd.

272541, 27 1130

102

Shrestha Siddhi Bahadur

Arniko .lnternational P Ltd.

522622

522735

103.

Shrestha Umesh

527586

522676

417016,211333

21 6961

Dai

3696

213737

231316

521797

271438
417246

104.

Singh Kadam Bahadur

Trishakti Soap & Chemicals p Ltd.
Raw Hide Collection.& Dev. Corp. Ltd,

105

Singh Pashupati Prasad

NEBTCO (P) Ltd.

271130

415512

106

Singh Ramesh Man

BISCONS

227470

244515

061-20035

228013

107.

Stapith Hira Ratna

108

Sthapit Ajaya Ratna

226774

109

Subedi Mukti Nath

New Hotel Crystal Pokhar p Ltd.
Rakhu Bhagwati Const

110

Subedi Ramesh Prasad

Sharma & Co, (P) Ltd.

242328

111.

Suwal Prakash Raj Singh

271226

Blue Chip lnternational

225811

247491
270991

061-20967

112.

Tamang Ladhuram

Hyonijan Elect. engg.

228561

113.

Tamrakar Ratna Kazi

Sykar Trading Co, tut. Ltd.

226327

Birat Shoes Co. Ltd.

290666

114.

Thapa Birat

115.

Tuladhar lnduratna

116

Tuladhar Jina Ratna

Fax

I

nternational motorcycle Spare parts

272038

Zenith Mills

212116

117

Tuladhar Pramod Bir

National Computer Center

215234

118

Tuladhar Subarna Das

225062

Harishiddhi Brick & Tile Factory

522776,521451

119.

Upadhaya Ganesh Prasad

228444

Atlantic Trading Concern

224243

120.

Upadhaya Sarad Chandra

411828

Janak Education Material Center Ltd.
Toscana Shoe Factory

610170

473284

121.

Upreti Gopi Nath

122.

Vaidya Bijaya Kumar

123.

Vaidya Brajesh

Nepal Synthetic lnd. Pvt. Ltd.
Nepal Biotech Nursery,

124.

Vaidya Dil Bahadur

United Traders

125.

Vaidya Parama Nanda

126.

Vaidya Pradeep Man

New Everest Construction Co. Frt.
Phamaceutical lndustry

217855

127,

Yadav Shivjee Roy

522827

Nepal lndustrial Dev Corporation

228322

046-20095

Syndicate

242625

223942

413950
057-21027

057-21A22

271073
'

414625

224474

213929

June - 1997
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NE?AL METERIET HENOLING ENG. WORKS
Gaindakot-2, Nawalparasi, Nepal
Tel : 056-22541
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We create serasations in printing
vrrith the latest technologJr
Rementber
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Artwork&Design,
QualitY Color Products,

Binding&Laminating,
Color Scanning

All Under One Roof

I
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NEPAL INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPM ENT CORPORAfl ON
THE ONLY INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BANK OF NEPAL
OFFERS

NOW
A FULL MNGE OF BANKING

SERVICES

INCLUDING

woRKlNG CAPITAL

AS WELL AS LONG TERM DEVELOPMENT FINANC|NG pARTtCtpATtoN
I NVESTM ENT TE CH N I CAL
ASS ISTANCE AN D MANAG E M E NT CO NS U LTAN CY EE
S

tN EQUtry

RVI CES

FOR
E NT EXPANS IO N MO D ERN IZATI O N D IVE RS I FI
CATI O N AN D M P ROVE M E NT
lN PRODUCTIVITY OF FEASIBLE PROJECTS lN THE PRIVATE SECTOR, SO FOR
FURTHER DETAilJ

EASTAB U S H M

I

Please contact :

Nnpar INuusTRIAL DnvuLopMENT ConpoRATroN
CENTRAL OFFICE

:

REGIONAL OFFTCE

:

NIDC BUILDING, DURBAR MARG
POST BOX NO. 10, KATHMANDU

PHONE :2-28322
BTRATNAGAR

22304,20634
20093,20519
202A3,20037
21203,21608

POKHARA
NAPALGANJ
DHANGADI
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IN ETERNaTIONEL MOTORCYCLE SPERE ?ARTS
Putalisadak, Kantipath
Tel : 418161 ,240,98s
Fax :242625,221945
e-mail : imsp@mos.com.np
June - 1997
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INTER I TEGH P. LTD.
BUTWAL INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT
BUTWAL, NEPAL
MANAGED BY WELL QUALIFIED AND EXPERIENCED ENGINEERS DOING DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF
ELECTRICTOWERS STEELTIIBIJLARPOLES, SUSPENSIONBRIDGES,VERIICALAND HORIZONTALOILSTORAGETANKS,
LORRY TANKERS WATER TANKS, BTTUMENT BOILERS, TRACTOR TROLLYS, IRRIGATION GATES, WHEEL BARROWS,
CONSTRUCTION EQIJTPMENTS, AGRO EQUTPMENX AND STEEL STRUCTURES MADE TO ORDER.

INTERITECIIPLTII.
BUTWAL INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT
BUTWAL, NEPAL
Phone : 977-71-40503, 40147 , 43471, Fax 01-220880
KATHMANDU OFFICE : Phone : 01-222786,224201

TURNKEY PROJECTS AND ERECTION COMMISSIONING
SISTER-CONCERNS

1.

2.

:

GALV-TECH, B.I.D. Butwal, Phone :4A4L7,40503, 40471
: HOT DIP GALVANIZING OF STEEL PARTS

K. K. COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES, 612l Amarpath, Butwal, Nepal,
Phone :977-71-40471,43471
GENERAL ORDER SUPPLIERS
Contact Persons.' 1. Ratan Agarwal 2. Rajendra Gurung .
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HIMALAYAN SLIK ROAD TRAVELS PVT. LTD.
O. Box No. 9591
Kamaladi, Kathmandu, Nepal
P.
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Tel : 416225
Fax i 416225,523726
June - 1997

FACILITIES
CT-SCAN

gule[icafryeffence

i

DOPPLER IJLTRASOTIND

CONVEI{TIONALX-RAY
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY TMT

ECG
HOLTER MONITORING
ENDOSCOPY
BRONCHOSCOSPY
EEG
PET
AI.IDIOGRAM

HEMATOLOGY
BIOCHEMISTRY
IMMI'NOSEROLOGY
MICROBIOLOGY
HISTOPATHOLOGY
DENTAL
DAYCARE UNIT
PHYSIOTHERAPY
IMM{JNISATIONI UNIT

o. T.
PHARMACY
* MAMMOGRAPHY
'< MRI
(t<
will be addes soon)

frum"antoucfi

Siddhartha Apollo Hospital
(In collaboration with Apotto Hospital Group, India)

MERITS :
1. Stronger Effective Against Mosquitoes and Other Small Flying lnsects
2. Non Toxic to men and Pets
3. smokeless and your room will be filled with fragrance
4. No ashes and the use is much cleaner
5. Long lasting (about 10-12 Hours)
ACTIVE INGREDIENT : d-ALLETHRTN

PIPL

Manufactured under : TECHNoLoGy TNGREDIENTS

SUMITOMO CHEMICALS LTD., JAPAN

Super

ff$

Mat

$l[tTii'Jt%o*ot{rrcAt
June - 1997
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'Wishing

the 7th Annual General Meeting
Nepal AOTS AI umni Soc ie$
a graltd,success

of

June 27, 1997

Blue Chip Internationol (P.) Ltd.
Khichapokfiari
Kathmandu

Meera Home,
P. O. Box 9468,

Tel : 2258L1
Fax : 917 -l-221826

Remember us foF ..,. Computer Hardware
Softw are, Consultancy and Corpo rate Training.

Wishinq the 7th Annual Qeneral lWeetinq of

Nepal AOTS Alumni Society

a qrand success
June 27, 1997

MOfDERI{ PRINTING PRE S S
KANTIPATH, KATHMANDU
PHONE :214886
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Glimpses of the mountain
ranges. Splendid from ail
Base Camp-ideal for
snacks and leisurely

parts of the Hotel! Ten
minutes from the citycentre. Walking distance
frorn Patan Durbar
Square. Centrally air-

light

meals. Chalet for exotic
Mughlai cuisine
commands spectacular
views of the mountains,
swimming pool and
garden.

conditioned with deluxe
and business suites.

Satellite
Colour T.V. Channel
music, mini bar and IDD

M

Cosg Bons

lutl4

Add to tfi.ot

eQuipped business cenrre

txce0.l,ev,,r. Co nf eter,rce

pllobessioho0,

Ottantiue C,aLi|ig Ohd Cou/Lteous

st0bb

ond

Bo^quet boci0,ties

,Note0, d{ ir,lro0,ogo
bolr ob.bolL dabl.e

Beautg Par0oun a,rdKanbeLL Sfi.op

0,urutrg Ond Corigolrt

Awpl"e CatPattliv'g

@
HOTEL

P.O" BOX 2141,TEL.

SAHID SUKRA MARG, LALITPUR, KATHMANDU, NEPAL

: 977-1-523900, FAX: 977-1-523909, CABLE: 'FLORA', TELELX: 2S44HOH|L Np

Wshingthe 7th Annual GenwalMeeting of
Nepal AOTS Alumni Society
a grand success
Ir+nt 27, 7997

sHmz
SHIMIZ:V CORPORATION

SHIMIZU CORPORATION
Nepal Office:
P. O. Box: 346
Blue Star Building
Room No. 1408.1410, 4th Floor
Tripureswor
Kathmandu, Nepal

Tel : 227568,223178
Fax: 227373

Tlx : 2428 SCC KTM t{ P

Head Office:
lnternational Division,
Shimizu Corporation
Seavans,South
No. 2-3, Shibaura
1-Chome, Minato-ku,
Tokyo 105, Japan
Tel : 0081 -(3)-5441 -0694

o

